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In an effort to support the special needs of community foundations, Blackbaud has developed a set of
specialized parts for Blackbaud NetCommunity. The Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations parts
connect the program to The Raiser’s Edge and The Financial Edge, as well as to the Fusion Labs product
GrantedGE if it is available. With these parts, a foundation can allow donors to go online to view the
foundation’s funds, the contributions by the donors, and the grants given from their funds.
Some of the parts also interact directly with GrantedGE to let donors and fund advisors research
potential grant recipients and make grant recommendations to the foundation. Grant
recommendations are placed directly into GrantedGE for the foundation staff to review and integrate
into the GrantedGE grant-writing process.

Part Types
The Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations parts fall into two groups. The Fund Summary
Collection is designed to provide display-only views of fund activity, including gifts and grants given
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to and from various funds. The Grant Request Collection is designed for fund advisors to submit
recommendations for grants over the Internet. The parts in each collection are described below.

Flexibility
A primary goal of the Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations parts is to provide flexibility in how
the parts are used and configured. You can customize the appearance of data entry areas with a set of
cascading style sheets designed for these parts, and the administrator has complete control of the
prompts that the user views. This flexibility allows a foundation to put multiple versions of each part
on their website. You can use these versions to translate the parts into multiple languages or cater
them to specific demographics.
With static data displays, there is additional flexibility. This collection of parts uses a template system
to decide which data elements to display. The administrator is free to design the presentation of the
data. The template consists of standard HTML with special tags to indicate where to place data
elements. The template also contains logical processing tags that mark part of the HTML to be
repeated for each record that is returned or to include sections of HTML when certain conditions are
met.
The flexibility of the Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations parts allows any foundation to
customize the parts to meet the needs of the foundation. It allows the parts to match the appearance
and style of the rest of the foundation’s website.

Fund Summary Collection
The Fund Summary Collection provides display-only views into various fund activities. Most of these
parts display fund activity from the perspective of a constituent with a relationship to the fund, such as
an advisor or donor. The Grant List For Recipient Part displays grant activity from the perspective of a
grant recipient.
For more information about the Fund Summary Collection, see Fund Summary Collection on page 13.
Fund Summary Part on page 14 – The Fund Summary part provides a snapshot of the overall fund
status that includes the fund’s cash balance and market value, the total amount of gifts received, and
the amount of grant money awarded.
Gifts List Part on page 26 – The Gifts List part provides a list of gifts received by a fund within a date
range that the user selects.
Grant List Part on page 37 – The Grant List part provides a list of grants given from a fund within a date
range that the user selects.
Pending (Unpaid) Grant List Part on page 53 – The Pending (Unpaid) Grant List part provides a list of
pending and unpaid grants allocated from a fund.
Grant Summary By Year Part on page 58 – The Grant Summary By Year part provides totals for
allocated, paid, and unpaid grants during each calendar year that a fund has given grants. The user can
select a year to see details about the grants.
Grant Summary By Year Details Part on page 64 – The Grant Summary By Year Details part provides
information about each grant for the selected calendar year in the Grant Summary By Year part.
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Four Year Grant Summary Part on page 79 – The Four Year Grant Summary part provides a sliding fouryear overview of grant writing for a fund. It provides the total amount given to each recipient for each
year. The user can move the four-year window forward and backward through time as necessary.
Grant List For Recipient Part on page 86 – The Grant List For Recipient part provides grant recipient
organizations with a list of all grants received from a foundation within a date range that the user
selects.
Administrative Fund Search Part on page 99 – The Administrative Fund Search part allows an
administrator to search for a fund and examine it in detail. This allows the administrator to select from
a small list of funds that match the search criteria instead of scrolling through a complete list.
Organizational Login Part on page 106 – The Organizational Login part allows users to log in on behalf
of organizations if they are authorized to monitor or manage the fund accounts of organizations. User
can return to this part to log in on behalf of other organizations or as themselves.
Organizational Login Title Part on page 111 – The Organizational Login Title part is a small
informational widget that is intended for a prominent location on all pages with Blackbaud
NetCommunity for Foundation parts. This widget provides a visual reminder that users are operating
on behalf of the organizations they logged in as on the Organizational Login part.

Grant Request Collection
The Grant Request Collection allows a user, usually a fund advisor, to create and submit grant
recommendations to a foundation. The parts provide the user with ways to research and select grant
recipients. The user can save incomplete grant recommendations and return later to complete and
submit them. To use the Grant Request Collection, you must install GrantedGE and integrate it with The
Raiser’s Edge and The Financial Edge.
For more information about the Grant Request Collection, see Grant Request Collection on page 112.
Grant Request Part on page 113 – The Grant Request part is the main part in this collection. It provides
the main data entry area to enter and submit a grant recommendation.
Grant Request Print Part on page 121 – The Grant Request Print part provides a display-only version of
information entered in the Grant Request part. You can use this to print a copy of the grant
recommendation.
Quick Grant Part on page 1 – The Quick Grant part provides a short list of organizations to give a grant
to and a selection of amounts to grant. When the user selects an amount, the part takes the user to the
Grant Request part with the Recipient, Purpose, and Grant Amount already filled in.
Past Grant Recipients Part on page 126 – The Past Grant Recipients part provides the user with a list of
past grant recipients from the selected fund. The user can select a past recipient to create a new grant
recommendation.
Recipient Search Part on page 135 – The Recipient Search part allows the user to search for recipients
in the list of approved grant recipients in The Raiser’s Edge. The user can select a recipient and create a
grant recommendation.
Recipient Detail View Part on page 133 – The Recipient Detail View part allows the user to view
information about a recipient from the Past Grant Recipients part or the Recipient Search part.
New Recipient Part on page 142 – The New Recipient part allows the user to enter a recipient into a
grant recommendation. The recipient’s information is bundled with the grant recommendation, and
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foundation personnel can determine if the recipient exists in The Raiser’s Edge or needs to be added
to the database.
Saved Grant Request List Part on page 143 – The Saved Grant Request List part provides the user with a
list of incomplete grant recommendations that can be edited, deleted, or submitted.

Database Connection Utility
In addition to the parts in the Fund Summary Collection and the Grant Summary Collection, Blackbaud
NetCommunity For Foundations also includes the FS – DB Connection Test Utility part. This part allows
you to test the database configuration and the connection between the database and Blackbaud
NetCommunity.
Warning: Do not place the FS - DB Connection Test Utility part on your website This part is for
diagnostic troubleshooting purposes only.
For new installations as of version 5.6.0.9, the installer creates an instance of the FS – DB Connection
Test Utility part named “CFP – DB Connection Diagnostic – Do Not Use In Website.” To create this
instance for upgrades, run the Diagnostic Setup SQL script in the Blackbaud NetCommunity folder. For
more information about the part, see the Blackbaud NetCommunity For Foundations Installation and
Update Guide.

Fund Summary Collection
The parts in the Fund Summary Collection provide ways to display information about funds, gifts, and
grants. These parts interact with one another, and the illustration below shows how the pages that
contain these parts are linked. Each part is intended to be placed on its own web page. As the figure
shows, most parts can link directly to the Site Menu, and some parts can link to other parts.
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The CSS styles used in this collection of parts are all under the “FS – Fund Summary” collection of
styles. In addition, some other styles in the default templates can be found at the bottom of the
Custom CSS in Blackbaud NetCommunity. Individual parts are documented below.

Fund Summary Part
Part Type: FS - Fund Summary
The Fund Summary part provides an overview of the funds the user is authorized to view. It retrieves
values for the current fiscal year and previous fiscal year, as well as cumulative values for the current
cash balance, market value, gifts, and both paid and unpaid grants currently loaded into The Financial
Edge. You can pull the list of funds from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE, but the data comes from The
Financial Edge and is limited to data loaded in The Financial Edge.

Configure Fund Summary Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Fund
Summary part on your website.

Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Properties

Fund Selection
Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of the list of available funds for the
user to select.

Fund List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of available funds
from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The Raiser’s Edge retrieves all
funds with which the user has a relationship. GrantedGE retrieves only
funds for which the user is an advisor.

Disable All Funds
Option

Select this checkbox to turn off the “All Funds” selection for users with
access to more than one fund. This limits users to one fund at a time,
and they cannot view a summary of all their funds.

Default To Single
Fund Option

Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first fund in the list
for the user. This option only affects users with multiple funds and is
only valid when you clear Disable All Funds Option.

Fund Selector Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are available in the
format, see Fund Selector Tags on page 16.

Relationship Filter

Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user views. To create
or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For information about how to
create and edit filters, see Relationship Filters on page 159.

Administrative Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for administrators who
can view all funds.
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Configuration
Option

Description

Enable Admin Role

Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view any fund on the
part.

Data Categories

This list of data rows appears for users on the website. With the buttons
beside the list, you can add, edit, and sort rows.

Add

This button adds a data category to the list as a row and opens the Data
Category Editor form.

Up

This button moves a row up one position in the list.

Down

This button moves a row down one position in the list.

Delete

This button deletes a row from the list.

Properties

This button opens the Data Category Editor form to edit the
configuration for a data category.

Enable Pre-Calculated
Values

This enables the part to retrieve pre-calculated values from GrantedGE
for the Cash Available and Market Value of the selected funds. This is
enabled only if you use GrantedGE. The values are calculated overnight
in a GrantedGE batch process, which is scheduled in the GrantedGE
configuration. These values can speed up the initial load of fund
summary data for any fund.

Allow User to Refresh If you use pre-calculated values for Cash Available and Market Values,
Real-Time Values
then this option allows the user to refresh the Fund Summary with realtime values from The Financial Edge.
Refresh with RealTime Values Prompt

This prompt allows the user to refresh the data with real-time values.

Refresh with
Overnight Values
Prompt

This prompt allows the user to refresh the data with cached values that
are calculated overnight.

Use Calendar or Fiscal Select whether to display fund sums based on the organization’s fiscal
Year
year or the calendar year.
Display
Template

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If more
rows of data are returned, the user can page through them.

Enable User Page
Sizing

Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of data
to include on a page. When you select this option, the page initially uses
the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change the number of
rows of data on the page as necessary.
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Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Page Size Prompt

This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.

Page Size Change
Button Prompt

The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data per
page.

First Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.
Next Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.

Jump To Page Prompt The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the jump
to a specific page in the result set of data.
Enable Data
Export/Download

This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
comma-separated value (*.csv) file.

Data
Export/Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only includes
data elements in the display template.

Fund Selector Tags
For the Fund Selector Format, you can specify how the fund name/number/descriptor appears to the
user. This allows you to use any combination of fund information to provide a name/descriptor that
the user is certain to understand and recognize. This table describes the data elements available to use
in the Fund Selector Format. The last two columns indicate whether data elements are available when
the list of funds is retrieved from The Raiser’s Edge and GrantedGE. This list of available Fund Selector
Tags applies to all of the parts in the Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations collection.

Data Element

Description

RE GE

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by the foundation.

X

X

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

X

X

<bbt:FundType>

The fund type.

X

X
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Data Element

Description

RE GE

<bbt:FundCategory>

The fund category.

X

<bbt:AckName>

The default acknowledgement name associated with the
fund in GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:AckAddress1>

The first line of the default acknowledgement address
associated with the fund in GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:AckAddress2>

The second line of the default acknowledgement address
associated with the fund in GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:AckCity>

The city of the default acknowledgement address associated
with the fund in GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:AckState>

The state of the default acknowledgement address
associated with the fund in GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:AckZip>

The Zip code of the default acknowledgement address
associated with the fund address.

X

<bbt:AsOfDate>

The date that the assets and cash available were calculated in
GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:Assets>

The current asset value of the fund in GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:Cash>

The current cash balance of the fund in GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:SignaturesRequired>

A Boolean flag that indicates whether signatures are
required to create grants from the fund in GrantedGE.

X

<bbt:Notes>

Miscellaneous notes on the fund in GrantedGE. This is an
internal ID that is not normally seen by users.

X

<bbt:Id>

The record ID for the fund in GrantedGE. This is an internal ID
that is not normally seen by users.

X

<bbt:REKey>

The Raiser’s Edge record ID for the fund. This is an internal ID
that is not normally seen by users.

X

X

<bbt:FEKey>

The Financial Edge record ID for the project. In The Raiser’s
Edge, the project is called the fund.

X

X

<bbt:FEProjectId>

The Financial Edge Project ID, which associates the project in
The Financial Edge with the fund in The Raiser’s Edge.

X

X

X

Data Elements
The Fund Summary part provides data elements to use in the display template. For information about
these data elements, see Fund Category List Data Elements on page 18 and Fund Category Data
Elements on page 20. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In
the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about
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how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard description these
data objects is that the “Fund Category List” is the collection of multiples data records, and the “Fund
Category” is the individual data records.
Note: The Fund Summary part always returns five records in its collection. One record appears for
each of the item types. This means there is little use for the “If No Records” and “If Records” Fund
Category List data elements and the “If Even Row” and “If Odd Row” Fund Category data elements.
However, they are included as standard tags.

Fund Category List Data Elements
Fund
Category
List Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the
collection.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

Sort by Item
Type Link

<bbt:SortByItemTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Line Item Type column to
allow the user to sort the data in
that column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort by YTD
Amount Link

<bbt:SortByYTDAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Year To Date Amount
column to allow the user to sort
the data in that column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.
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Fund
Category
List Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort by FY
Amount Link

<bbt:SortByFYAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fiscal Year Amount
column to allow the user to sort
the data in that column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort by
Cumulative
Amount Link

<bbt:SortByCumulativeAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Cumulative Amount
column to allow the user to sort
the data in that column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

End Sort Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for
any column that the user can
sort. A sort tag precedes the
header text.

If No Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if no records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks
the end of the conditional
section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if one or more are
records in the collection. An
“End If” tag marks the end of the
conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the
template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the
section.
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Fund Category Data Elements
Fund
Category
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Item Type

<bbt:ItemType>

The item type of the current
record. The possible types are
GIFTS, GRANTS_PAID, GRANTS_
PENDING, MARKET_VALUE, and
CASH_AVAILABLE.

YTD Amount

<bbt:YTDAmount>

The Year To Date Amount for the
item type of the current record.

FY Amount

<bbt:FYAmount>

The Total Amount for the last full
year for the item type of the
current record.

Cumulative
Amount

<bbt:CumulativeAmount>

The Cumulative Amount for the
item type of the current record.

Display Name

<bbt:DisplayName>

The display text for the row.

YTD Header

<bbt:YTDHeader>

Appears only if the row is a header
data element. This is the display
text for the YTD Amount column.

Previous Year
Header

<bbt:PrevYearHeader>

Appears only if the row is a header
data element. This is the display
text for the Cumulative Amount
column.

Cumulative
Header

<bbt:CumulativeHeader>

Appears only if the row is a header
data element. This is the display
text for the Previous Year Amount
column.

If Gifts

<bbt:IfGifts>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
is a GIFTS item type.
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Fund
Category
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

If Paid Grants

<bbt:IfPaidGrants>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
is a GRANTS_PAID item type.

If Pending
Grants

<bbt:IfPendingGrants>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
is a GRANTS_PENDING item type.

If Market Value <bbt:IfMarketValue>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
is a MARKET_VALUE item type.

If Cash
Available

<bbt:IfCashAvailable>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
is a CASH_AVAILABLE item type.

If Other

<bbt:IfOther>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
is an OTHER item type.

If Is Header

<bbt:IfIsHeader>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
is a HEADER item type.

If Is Not Header <bbt:IfIsNotHeader>

If Include
Current YTD

<bbt:IfIncludeCurrentYTD>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
is not a HEADER item type.
A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
includes a value for the YTD
amount.
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Fund
Category
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

If Include
Previous Year

<bbt:IfIncludePreviousYear>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
includes a value for the previous
year amount.

If Include
Cumulative
Balance

<bbt:IfIncludeCumulativeBalance>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
includes a value for the cumulative
amount.

If Has Link

<bbt:IfHasLink>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
includes a link to another page.

If Not Has Link

<bbt:IfNotHasLink>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current record
does not include a link to another
page.

If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template
only if the current record is an
even numbered row in the
collection of records.

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template
only if the current record is an odd
numbered row in the collection of
records.
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Fund
Category
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the
template. A conditional processing
tag precedes the section.

Gifts Summary
Link

<bbt:GiftsSummaryLink>

This special tag converts the text
that follows it in the template into
a link to the page with the Gift List
part. The “End Link” tag follows
the text.
Note: This option became
obsolete in Blackbaud
NetCommunity for Foundations
version 5.6.0.10. However, because
existing parts may use the option,
it remains in use and is available in
merge fields.
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Fund
Category
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Grants Paid
Summary Link

<bbt:GrantsPaidSummaryLink>

This special tag converts the text
that follows it in the template into
a link to the page with the (Paid)
Grant List part. The “End Link” tag
follows the text.
Note: This option became
obsolete in Blackbaud
NetCommunity for Foundations
version 5.6.0.10. However, because
existing parts may use the option,
it remains in use and is available in
merge fields.

Grants Pend
Summary Link

<bbt:GrantsPendSummaryLink>

This special tag converts the text
that follows it in the template into
a link to the page with the
Pending (Unpaid) Grant List part.
The “End Link” tag follows the text.
Note: This option became
obsolete in Blackbaud
NetCommunity for Foundations
version 5.6.0.10. However, because
existing parts may use the option,
it remains in use and is available in
merge fields.

Target
Summary Link

<bbt:TargetSummaryLink>

This special tag converts the text
that follows it in the template into
a link to the page configured in
the data element properties. The
“End Link” tag follows the text.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of
the text that acts as a link to
another page. A link tag precedes
the text.

Data Category Editor
The Data Category Editor is an integrated form that allows you to edit the data categories that appear
on the Fund Summary part. When you add a category, the form appears. The Data Category Editor form
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allows you to edit and configure all available options for the category type you add. When you edit a
category, the form includes only certain elements to edit and configure.

Configuration
Option

Description

Category Type

This collection of radio buttons determines the values that you can configure
and edit. The types are:
Headers: Static text values to indicate the content of each data column to the
user.
Data: General data values based on a collection of account numbers from The
Financial Edge.
Cash Available: The current cash available in the current project (fund).
Market (NetAsset) Value: The NetAsset value of the current project (fund).

Current YTD Label

This column header appears on the website in the year-to-date column.

Previous Year Label

This column header appears on the website in the previous year column.

Cumulative Label

This column header appears on the website in the cumulative amount column.

Data Element

This internal name for the data category indicates the type of data in the
category.

Label

This data category label appears on the website to indicate the type of data in
a row. This label must be unique for each data category.

Accounts to Include

This list of Financial Edge accounts determines the various balances in the
current fund (“project” in The Financial Edge). See below for how to enter the
account numbers.

Link to Detail Page

This is a link to the page with the Gift, Paid Grant, or Pending Grant List part,
depending on which is appropriate to show individual transactions for the
current data category. You should not specify the page until you create it.

Amounts to Include

With these checkboxes, you configure the amounts to include for the current
data category.

Current YTD

Select this checkbox to include the total year-to-date activity for the current
data category.

Previous Year

Select this checkbox to include the total previous year activity for the current
data category.

Cumulative Balance

Select this checkbox to include the total cumulative activity for the current
data category.
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Enter Account Numbers
The account number specifications are for Cash Available, Gifts, Grants (Paid), and Grants
(Pending/Unpaid). These are the accounts in The Financial Edge that are examined to extract the
current balances, as well as totals for past years. These account numbers also are used on the Gift and
Grant List parts to retrieve individual gifts and grants from The Financial Edge when the program is the
data source of choice for the parts. You can use two methods to enter the account numbers, or you can
combine the two methods.
• You can separate account numbers with commas, as in this example: “01-1000-00, 01-1030-00.”
• You can enclose a range of account numbers in curly brackets. For example, “01-10{00-99}-00” is
translated into 01-1000-00 through 01-1099-00.
• You can combine the two methods to build the list of accounts., as in this example: “01-10{00-99}00, 01-1030-00.”

Gifts List Part
Part Type: FS - Gifts List
The Gifts List part displays a list of gifts to a fund during a selected date range. The user selects a fund
from a list that is retrieved from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The user’s relationship to a fund
determines whether it appears in the list. After a fund is selected, the user enters a date range or
selects the current fiscal year or the previous fiscal year.

Configure Gifts List Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Gifts List
part on your website.

Tab

Configuration
Option

Properties Fund Selection
Prompt

Description
This text prompt appears in front of the list of available funds for the
user to select.

Fund List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of available
funds from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The Raiser’s Edge
retrieves all funds with which the user has a relationship. GrantedGE
retrieves only funds for which the user is an advisor.

Disable All Funds
Option

Select this checkbox to turn off the “All Funds” selection for users
with access to more than one fund. This limits users to one fund at a
time, and they cannot view a summary of all their funds.
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Configuration
Option

Description

Default To Single
Fund Option

Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first fund in the
list for the user. This option only affects users with multiple funds
and is only valid when you clear Disable All Funds Option.

Fund Selector
Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are available in the
format, see Fund Selector Tags on page 16.

Relationship Filter

Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user views. To
create or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For information about
how to create and edit filters, see Relationship Filters on page 159.

Administrative
Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for administrators
who can view all funds.

Enable Admin Role Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view any fund on
the part.
Use Calendar or
Fiscal Year

Select whether to display fund sums based on the organization’s
fiscal year or the calendar year.

Current Year
Prompt

This label appears beside the “Current Year” date range selection
presented to the user.

Previous Year
Prompt

This label appears beside the “Previous Year” date range selection
presented to the user.

Specify Date Range This label appears beside the option for the user to enter a date
Prompt
range.
Date Range
Prompt

This label appears in front of the date range when the user selects
to enter a date range.

From Date Prompt

This label appears in front of the start date in the date range

To Date Prompt

This label appears in front of the end date in the date range.

From Date
Minimum Year

This is the oldest year that users can select in the date picker for the
start date in a date range.

To Date Minimum
Year

This is the oldest year that users can select in the date picker for the
end date in a date range.

Refresh Button
Prompt

This label appears on the button to refresh the set of gifts displayed
for the date range.

Invalid From Date
Message

This error message appears if the user enters a start date that is not
valid.
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Tab

Display
Template

Configuration
Option

Description

Invalid To Date
Message

This error message appears if the user enters an end date that is
not valid.

Gifts Accounts

This list of Financial Edge accounts is used to determine the total
gifts in the current fund. In The Financial Edge, the fund is called the
“project.” For information about how to enter account numbers, see
Enter Account Numbers on page 26. (You must fill this in to retrieve
gifts from The Financial Edge, but not from The Raiser’s Edge.)

Gift List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of gifts from The
Financial Edge or The Raiser’s Edge.

Show Gifts with
Post Status

This is a collection of post statuses that can be used to filter the
post statuses to include in the result set. This only affects gifts from
The Raiser’s Edge. It does not affect gifts from The Financial Edge.

Filter on Gift Type

This checkbox filters the gifts from The Raiser’s Edge that appear on
the website. It uses the list of Gift Types below the checkbox as the
filter. You can combine the checkbox with two others to filter gifts.

Filter on Gift SubType

This checkbox filters the gifts from The Raiser’s Edge that appear on
the website. It uses the list of Gift Sub-Types below the checkbox as
the filter. You can combine the checkbox with two others to filter
gifts.

Filter on Payment
Type

This checkbox filters the gifts from The Raiser’s Edge that appear on
the website. It uses the list of Gift Payment Types below the
checkbox as the filter You can combine the checkbox with two
others to filter gifts.

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them.

Enable User Page
Sizing

Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of
data to include on a page. When you select this option, the page
initially uses the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change
the number of rows of data on the page as necessary.

Page Size Prompt

This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change
the number of rows to display on each page.

Page Size Change
Button Prompt

The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data
per page.

First Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.
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Configuration
Option

Description

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.

Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the
jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
Export/Download

This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part
into a comma-separated value (*.csv) file.

Data
Export/Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.
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Data Elements
The Gifts List part provides data elements to use in the display template. For information about these
data elements, see Gift List Data Elements on page 29 and Gift Data Elements on page 34. In the HTML
editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you enter
the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to edit the display templates, see
Display Templates on page 162. The standard description for these data objects is that the “Gift List” is
the collection of multiple data records, and the “Gift” is the individual data records.

Gift List Data Elements
Gift List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the
collection.

Total Amount <bbt:TotalAmount>
Start Date

<bbt:StartDate>

The total amount of the gift
records in the date range.
The start date in the date range
for the current collection of gifts.
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Gift List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

End Date

<bbt:EndDate>

The end date in the date range for
the current collection of gifts.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

Sort By Id
Link

<bbt:SortByIdLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Id column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By Gift
Date Link

<bbt:SortByGiftDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Gift Date column to allow the
user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Amount Link

<bbt:SortByAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Amount column to allow the
user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Fund
Name Link

<bbt:SortByFundNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Fund Name column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Fund
Number Link

<bbt:SortByFundNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Fund Number column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.
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Gift List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By Fund
Description
Link

<bbt:SortByFundDescriptionLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Fund Description column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Donor <bbt:SortByDonorNameLink>
Name Link

Used in front of the header text for
the Donor Name column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

<bbt:SortByPaymentTypeLink>
Sort By
Payment Type
Link

Used in front of the header text for
the Payment Type column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Notes <bbt:SortByNotesLink>
Link

Used in front of the header text for
the Notes column to allow the
user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Batch
Number Link

<bbt:SortByBatchNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Batch Number column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Check
Date Link

<bbt:SortByCheckDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Check Date column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.
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Gift List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By Check
Number Link

<bbt:SortByCheckNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Check Number column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Gift
Status Link

<bbt:SortByGiftStatusLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Gift Status column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Journal
Reference
Link

<bbt:SortByJournalReferenceLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Journal Reference column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Issuer
Link

<bbt:SortByIssuerLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Issuer column to enable the
user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Issuer
Median Price
Link

<bbt:SortByIssuerMedianPriceLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Issuer Median Price column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Issuer
Num Units
Link

<bbt:SortByIssuerNumUnitsLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Issuer Num Units column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
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Gift List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By Issuer
Symbol Link

<bbt:SortByIssuerSymbolLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Issuer Symbol column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Post
Date Link

<bbt:SortByPostDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Post Date column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Post
Status Link

<bbt:SortByPostStatusLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Post Status column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Receipt
Amount Link

<bbt:SortByReceiptAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Receipt Amount column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Receipt Flag
Link

<bbt:SortByReceiptFlagLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Receipt Flag column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Receipt
Number Link

<bbt:SortByReceiptNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Receipt Number column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
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Gift List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Receipt Date
Link

<bbt:SortByReceiptDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Receipt Date column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Anonymous
Link

<bbt:SortByAnonymousLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Anonymous column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

End Sort Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any
column that the user can sort. A
sort tag precedes the header text.

If No Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if no records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks
the end of the conditional section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if one or more records
are in the collection. An “End If”
tag marks the end of the
conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the
template. A conditional processing
tag precedes the section.

Gift Data Elements
Gift Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE RE

Id

<bbt:Id>

The internal record ID.

X

X

Gift Date

<bbt:GiftDate>

The date the gift was received.

X

X

Amount

<bbt:Amount>

The amount of the gift.

X

X
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Gift Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE RE

Fund Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

X

X

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by
the foundation.

X

X

Fund
Description

<bbt:FundDescription>

The description of the fund into X
which the gift was credited.

X

Donor
Name

<bbt:DonorName>

The name of the donor who
gave the gift. If the data is from
The Financial Edge, this is the
Source of the gift but not
necessarily the donor.

X

X

Donor
Address

<bbt:DonorAddress>

The donor's street address.

X

X

Donor City

<bbt:DonorCity>

The donor's city.

X

X

Donor State

<bbt:DonorState>

The donor's state.

X

X

Donor ZIP

<bbt:DonorZip>

The donor's ZIP code.

X

X

The donor's email address.

X

X

Donor Email <bbt:DonorEmail>
Payment
Type

<bbt:PaymentType>

The payment type used for the
gift. The payment type can be
cash, personal check, business
check, credit card, standing
order, direct debit, voucher, or
other.

X

Gift Type

<bbt:GiftType>

The gift type (e.g. Stock, Cash,
etc.).

X

Notes

<bbt:Notes>

Notes associated with the gift
record in The Raiser’s Edge.

X

Batch
Number

<bbt:BatchNumber>

The batch number that includes
this gift.

X

Check Date

<bbt:CheckDate>

The check date in The Raiser’s
Edge.

X

Check
Number

<bbt:CheckNumber>

The check number in The
Raiser’s Edge.

X

Gift Status

<bbt:GiftStatus>

The status of the gift.

X
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Gift Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Journal
Reference

<bbt:JournalReference>

The journal reference in The
Raiser’s Edge.

X

Issuer

<bbt:Issuer>

The issuer of the stock or other
asset in on the gift record in
The Raiser’s Edge.

X

Issuer
Median
Price

<bbt:IssuerMedianPrice>

The median price of the stock
or other asset on the gift
record in The Raiser’s Edge.

X

Issuer Num
Units

<bbt:IssuerNumUnits>

The number of units of the
stock or other asset on the gift
record in The Raiser’s Edge.

X

Issuer
Symbol

<bbt:IssuerSymbol>

The symbol of the issuing entity
of the stock or other asset.

X

Post Date

<bbt:PostDate>

The date the gift was posted to
The Financial Edge.

X

Post Status

<bbt:PostStatus>

The post status of the gift.

X

Receipt
Amount

<bbt:ReceiptAmount>

The amount the gift was
receipted for.

X

A flag that indicates whether
the gift was receipted.

X

Receipt Flag <bbt:ReceiptFlag>

FE RE

Receipt
Number

<bbt:ReceiptNumber>

The receipt number for the gift.

X

Receipt
Date

<bbt:ReceiptDate>

The date on the receipt for the
gift.

X

Anonymous

<bbt:Anonymous>

A flag that indicates whether
the gift was made
anonymously.

X

Soft Credit
Amount

<bbt:SoftCreditAmount>

The amount of any soft credit
associated with this gift.

X

Soft Credit
Constituent
Name

<bbt:SoftCreditConstituentName>

The name of the constituent
given soft credit for this gift.

X
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Gift Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Soft Credit
Data Entry
Name

<bbt:SoftCreditDataEntry>

The name of the soft credit is
attributed in the GL.

X

If Has Soft
Credit

<bbt:IfSoftCredit>

A conditional process control
to designate a portion of the
template to be displayed only if
the gift has a soft credit.

X

If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control
X
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current
record is an even numbered
row in the collection of records.

X

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control
X
that displays a portion of the
template only if the current
record is an odd numbered row
in the collection of records.

X

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the
template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the
section.

X
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X

Grant List Part
Part Type: FS - Grants Paid List
The Grant List part displays a list of grants from a fund during a selected date range. The user selects a
fund from a list that is retrieved from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The user’s relationship to a fund
determines whether it appears in the list. After the fund is selected, the user enters a date range or
selects the current fiscal year or previous fiscal year.

Configure Grant List Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Grant
List part on your website.
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Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties

Fund Selection
Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of the list of available funds for the
user to select.

Fund List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of available funds
from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The Raiser’s Edge retrieves all
funds with which the user has a relationship. GrantedGE retrieves
only funds for which the user is an advisor.

Disable All Funds Select this checkbox to turn off the “All Funds” selection for users
Option
with access to more than one fund. This limits users to one fund at a
time, and they cannot view a summary of all their funds.
Default To Single Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first fund in the list
Fund Option
for the user. This option only affects users with multiple funds and is
only valid when you clear Disable All Funds Option.
Fund Selector
Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are available in the
format, see Fund Selector Tags on page 16.

Relationship
Filter

Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user views. To
create or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For information about
how to create and edit filters, see Relationship Filters on page 159.

Administrative
Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for administrators
who can view all funds.

Enable Admin
Role

Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view any fund on
the part.

Use Calendar or
Fiscal Year

Select whether to display fund sums based on the organization’s
fiscal year or the calendar year.

Current Year
Prompt

This label appears beside the “Current Year” date range selection
presented to the user.

Previous Year
Prompt

This label appears beside the “Previous Year” date range selection
presented to the user.

Specify Date
Range Prompt

This label appears beside the option for the user to enter a date
range.

Date Range
Prompt

This label appears in front of the date range when the user selects to
enter a date range.

From Date
Prompt

This label appears in front of the start date in the date range.

To Date Prompt

This label appears in front of the end date in the date range.
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Configuration Description
Option
From Date
Minimum Year

This is the oldest year that users can select in the date picker for the
start date in a date range.

To Date
Minimum Year

This is the oldest year that users can select in the date picker for the
end date in a date range.

Refresh Button
Prompt

This label appears on the button to refresh the set of gifts displayed
for the date range.

Invalid From
Date Message

This error message appears if the user enters a start date that is not
valid.

Invalid To Date
Message

This error message appears if the user enters an end date that is not
valid.

Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector.

Currently
This CSS style is applied to the currently selected letter in the Alpha
Selected Alpha
Selector.
Selector CSS Class
Not Available
Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector that have
no records in the current set that start with the letter.

Show All Text

This text appears at the end of the Alpha Selector. The user clicks this
text to view all grants in the selection, regardless of the first letter.

Show Alpha
Selector

This option displays or hides the Alpha Selector.

Paid Grants
Accounts

This list of Financial Edge accounts is used to find the list of grants in
the current fund. In The Financial Edge, the fund is called the
“project.” For information about how to enter account numbers, see
Enter Account Numbers on page 26. This is only used if the Grant List
Source is The Financial Edge.

Grant List Source

This option allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of grants
from The Financial Edge or GrantedGE.

Recipient/Payee
Source Option

This option allows the user to select the data element to display as
the Recipient when the list of grants comes from The Financial Edge.
The user can select the Payee, the Journal Reference, or both.

Filter on Grant
Type

This checkbox filters the grants from GrantedGE that appear on the
website. It uses the list of Grant Types below the checkbox as the
filter. You can combine the checkbox with two others to filter grants.
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Configuration Description
Option
Filter on Grant
Status

This checkbox filters the grants from GrantedGE that appear on the
website. It uses the list of Grant Statuses below the checkbox as the
filter. You can combine the checkbox with two others to filter grants.

Filter on Payment This checkbox filters the grants from GrantedGE that appear on the
Status
website. It uses the list of Grant Payment Statuses below the
checkbox as the filter. You can combine the checkbox with two others
to filter grants.

Display
Template

Donor Advised
Grant Request
Page

This specifies the page with the Grant Request part.

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them.

Enable User Page Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of
Sizing
data to include on a page. When you select this option, the page
initially uses the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change
the number of rows of data on the page as necessary.
Page Size Prompt This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.
Page Size Change The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data
Button Prompt
per page.
First Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the
jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
Export/Download comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
Data
The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.
Export/Download
Prompt
Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.
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Data Elements
The Grant List part provides data elements to use in the display template. For information about these
data elements, see Grant List Data Elements on page 41 and Grant Data Elements on page 49. In the
HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you
enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to edit the display
templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard description for these data objects is that
the “Grant List” is the collection of multiple data records, and the “Grant” is the individual data records.

Grant List Data Elements
Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the
collection.

Total
Amount

<bbt:TotalAmount>

The total amount of the grant
records in the date range.

Total Fund
Amount

<bbt:TotalFundAmount>

The total amount of the
selected grants from the current
fund.

Start Date

<bbt:StartDate>

The start date in the date range
for the current collection of
grants.

End Date

<bbt:EndDate>

The end date in the date range
for the current collection of
grants.

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by
the foundation.

Fund Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

Fund
Number and
Name

<bbt:FundNumberAndName>

The Fund Number and Fund
Name combined in one string.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.
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Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

Sort By Id
Link

<bbt:SortByIdLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Id column to allow the
user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient Id
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientIdLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Id column to
allow the user to sort the data
in the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Recipient
Name Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientNameLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Name column
to allow the user to sort the
data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Address
Block Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientAddrBlockLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Address Block
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

<bbt:SortByRecipientAddrTypeLink>
Sort By
Recipient
Address Type
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Address Type
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.
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Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Recipient
City Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientCityLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient City column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Recipient
State Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientStateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient State column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

<bbt:SortByRecipientZipLink>
Sort By
Recipient Zip
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Zip code
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Contact Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientContactLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Salutation
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientSalutationLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact
Salutation column to enable the
user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Position Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientPositionLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact
Position column to enable the
user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.
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Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Recipient
URL Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientURLLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient URL column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Payee <bbt:SortByPayeeIdLink>
Id Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Id column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Payee <bbt:SortByPayeeNameLink>
Name Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Name column to
allow the user to sort the data
in the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Payee <bbt:SortByPayeeAddrBlockLink>
Address
Block Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Address Block
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By Payee <bbt:SortByPayeeAddrTypeLink>
Address Type
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Address Type
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By Payee <bbt:SortByPayeeCityLink>
City Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee City column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.
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Description

Sort By Payee <bbt:SortByPayeeStateLink>
State Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee State column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Payee <bbt:SortByPayeeZipLink>
Zip Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Zip code column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By Fund
Name Link

<bbt:SortByFundNameLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Name column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Fund
Number Link

<bbt:SortByFundNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Number column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Fund
Amount Link

<bbt:SortByFundAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Amount column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Fund
Description
Link

<bbt:SortByFundDescriptionLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Description column
to allow the user to sort the
data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.
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Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By Fund
Type Link

<bbt:SortByFundTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Type column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Fund <bbt:SortByFundCategoryLink>
Category Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Category column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Payment
Status Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentStatusLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Status column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Payment
Number Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Number
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Number Of
Payments
Link

<bbt:SortByNumberOfPaymentsLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Number Of Payments
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Payment
Amount Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Amount
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.
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Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Designation
Link

<bbt:SortByDesignationLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Designation column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Check <bbt:SortByCheckNumberLink>
Number Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Check Number column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By Grant <bbt:SortByGrantStatusLink>
Status Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Grant Status column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Nature Of
Grant Link

<bbt:SortByNatureOfGrantLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Nature of Grant column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Scheduled
Date Link

<bbt:SortByScheduledDateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Scheduled Date column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Received
Date Link

<bbt:SortByReceivedDateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Received Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.
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Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Entered Date
Link

<bbt:SortByEnteredDateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Entered Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Grant <bbt:SortByGrantDateLink>
Date Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Grant Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Paid
Date Link

<bbt:SortByPaidDateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Paid Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Payment
Date Voided
Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentDateVoidedLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Date Voided
column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

End Sort Link <bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for
any column that the user can
sort. A sort tag precedes the
header text.

If No Records <bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing
control that displays a portion
of the template if no records are
in the collection. An “End If” tag
marks the end of the
conditional section.
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Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing
control that displays a portion
of the template if one or more
records are in the collection. An
“End If” tag marks the end of
the conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the
template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the
section.

Grant Data Elements
Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE GE

Id

<bbt:Id>

The internal record ID.

X

Recipient Id <bbt:RecipientId>

The internal record ID of the grant
recipient.

X
X

Recipient
Name

<bbt:RecipientName>

The grant recipient’s name.

Recipient
Address
Block

<bbt:RecipientAddrBlock>

The grant recipient’s address.

X

Recipient
Address
Type

<bbt:RecipientAddrType>

The grant recipient’s address type.

X

Recipient
City

<bbt:RecipientCity>

The grant recipient’s city.

X

Recipient
State

<bbt:RecipientState>

The grant recipient’s state.

X

X

X
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Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Recipient
Zip

<bbt:RecipientZip>

The grant recipient’s Zip code.

X

Recipient
Contact

<bbt:RecipientContact>

The grant recipient contact.

X

Recipient
Salutation

<bbt:RecipientSalutation>

The grant recipient contact’s salutation.

X

Recipient
Position

<bbt:RecipientPosition>

The grant recipient contact’s position.

X

Recipient
URL

<bbt:RecipientURL>

The grant recipient’s website URL.

X

Payee Id

<bbt:PayeeId>

The internal record ID of the grant payee.

X

The grant payee’s name.

X

Payee Name <bbt:PayeeName>

FE GE

Payee
Address
Block

<bbt:PayeeAddrBlock>

The grant payee’s address block.

X

Payee
Address
Type

<bbt:PayeeAddrType>

The grant payee’s address type.

X

Payee City

<bbt:PayeeCity>

The grant payee’s city.

X

Payee State

<bbt:PayeeState>

The grant payee’s state.

X

Payee Zip

<bbt:PayeeZip>

The grant payee’s Zip code.

X

Fund Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

X

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by the
foundation.

X

Fund
Amount

<bbt:FundAmount>

The amount of the grant paid from the
current fund.

X

Fund
Description

<bbt:FundDescription>

The description of the fund that made
the grant.

Fund Type

<bbt:FundType>

The fund type.

X

Fund
Category

<bbt:FundCategory>

The fund category.

X

X

X
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Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Payment
Status

<bbt:PaymentStatus>

The payment status of the grant. This
indicates whether the grant has been
paid.

X

Payment
Number

<bbt:PaymentNumber>

The payment number of the grant for
grants with multiple payment.

X

Number Of
Payments

<bbt:NumberOfPayments>

The number of payments in the grant.

X

Payment
Amount

<bbt:PaymentAmount>

The total amount of the grant.

Designation <bbt:Designation>
Check
Number

<bbt:CheckNumber>

Grant Status <bbt:GrantStatus>

FE GE

X

X

The designation on the grant.

X

The check number of the grant payment.

X

The grant status.

X

Nature Of
Grant

<bbt:NatureOfGrant>

The nature of the grant.

X

Grant Type

<bbt:GrantType>

The grant type.

X

Scheduled
Date

<bbt:ScheduledDate>

The date the grant is scheduled to be
paid.

X

Received
Date

<bbt:ReceivedDate>

The date the grant was received.

X

Entered
Date

<bbt:EnteredDate>

The date the grant was entered into GE.

X

Grant Date

<bbt:GrantDate>

The date of the grant.

X

Paid Date

<bbt:PaidDate>

The date the grant was paid.

<bbt:PaymentDateVoided>
Payment
Date Voided
If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

X

The date the grant was voided.
A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template only if
the current record is an even numbered
row in the collection of records.

X
X

X

X
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Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE GE

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template only if
the current record is an odd numbered
row in the collection of records.

X

If Paid

<bbt:IfPaid>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template only if
the current grant has been paid.

X

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template only if
the current grant has not been paid.

X

If Scheduled <bbt:IfScheduled>

X

If Transfer

<bbt:IfTransfer>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template only if
the current grant is an inter-fund
transfer.

X

If Not
Transfer

<bbt:IfNotTransfer>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template only if
the current grant is not an inter-fund
transfer.

X

If
Scholarship

<bbt:IfScholarship>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template only if
the current grant is a scholarship.

X

If Not
Scholarship

<bbt:IfNotScholarship>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template only if
the current grant is not a scholarship.

X

If Recipient
Active

<bbt:IfRecipientActive>

A conditional process control that
displays a portion of the template if the
current recipient is active. This should
only be used on parts where the
recipient information can and is being
refreshed from The Raiser's Edge, which
is not currently available for the Grant
List part.
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Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE GE

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the template. A
conditional processing tag precedes the
section.

X

Grants
Request
Link

<bbt:GrantsRequestLink>

This special tag converts the text that
follows it in the template into a link to
the page with the Grant Request part.
The “End Link” tag follows the text.

X

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text
that acts as a link to another page. A link
tag precedes the text.

X
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Pending (Unpaid) Grant List Part
Part Type: FS - Grants Pending List
The Pending (Unpaid) Grant List part displays a list of unpaid grants awarded by a fund. The user selects
a fund from a list that is retrieved from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The user’s relationship to a
fund determines whether it appears in the list. After the user selects a fund, the current list of pending
grants from that fund appears.

Configure Pending (Unpaid) Grant List Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Pending
(Unpaid) Grant List part on your website.

Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties Fund Selection
Prompt
Fund List Source

This text prompt appears in front of the list of available funds for the
user to select.
This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of available funds
from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The Raiser’s Edge retrieves all
funds with which the user has a relationship. GrantedGE retrieves only
funds for which the user is an advisor.

Disable All Funds Select this checkbox to turn off the “All Funds” selection for users with
Option
access to more than one fund. This limits users to one fund at a time,
and they cannot view a summary of all their funds.
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Tab

Configuration Description
Option
Default To Single Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first fund in the list
Fund Option
for the user. This option only affects users with multiple funds and is
only valid when you clear Disable All Funds Option.
Fund Selector
Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are available in the
format, see Fund Selector Tags on page 16.

Relationship
Filter

Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user views. To create
or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For information about how to
create and edit filters, see Relationship Filters on page 159.

Administrative
Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for administrators who
can view all funds.

Enable Admin
Role

Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view any fund on the
part.

Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector.

Currently
This CSS style is applied to all letters currently selected in the Alpha
Selected Alpha
Selector.
Selector CSS Class
Not Available
Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector for which
there are no records in the current set that start with that letter.

Show All Text

This text appears at the end of the Alpha Selector. The user clicks this
text to view all grants in the selection, regardless of the first letter.

Show Alpha
Selector

This option displays or hides the Alpha Selector.

Grants Pending
Accounts

This list of Financial Edge accounts is used to find the list of unpaid
grants in the current fund. In The Financial Edge, the fund is called the
“project.” For information about how to enter account numbers, see
Enter Account Numbers on page 26. This is only used if the Grant List
Source is The Financial Edge.

Grant List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of grants from The
Financial Edge or GrantedGE.

Recipient/Payee
Source Option

This option allows the user to select the data element to display as the
Recipient when the list of grants comes from The Financial Edge. The
user can select the Payee, the Journal Reference, or both.
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Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can to page through them.

Enable User Page Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of data
Sizing
to include on a page. When you select this option, the page initially
uses the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change the
number of rows of data on the page as necessary.
Page Size Prompt This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.
Page Size Change The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data per
Button Prompt
page.
First Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the
jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
Export/Download comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
Data Export
Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Pending (Unpaid) Grant List part provides data elements to use in the display template. For
information about these data elements, see Pending Grant List Data Elements on page 56 and Pending
Grant Data Elements on page 58. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge
Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For
information about how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard
description for these data objects is that the “Pending Grant List” is the collection of multiple data
records, and the “Pending Grant” is the individual data records.
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Pending Grant List Data Elements
Pending
Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the
collection.

Total
Amount

<bbt:TotalAmount>

The total amount of the gift records
in the date range.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration loop
through the inner object records.
Only inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop”
and “End Loop” tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration loop
through the inner object records.
Only inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop”
and “End Loop” tags.

Sort By Id
Link

<bbt:SortByIdLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Id column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Grant
Description
Link

<bbt:SortByGrantDescriptionLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Grant Description column to
allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

<bbt:SortByPendingAmountLink>
Sort By
Pending
Amount Link

Used in front of the header text for
the Pending Amount column to
allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.
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Pending
Grant List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Scheduled
Pay Date
Link

<bbt:SortByScheduledPayDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Scheduled Pay Date column to
allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Fund <bbt:SortByFundAmountLink>
Amount Link

Used in front of the header text for
the Fund Amount column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Name Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Recipient Name column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Payee Name
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for
the Payee Name column to allow the
user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

End Sort Link <bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any
column that the user can sort. A sort
tag precedes the header text.

If No
Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if no records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks the
end of the conditional section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if one or more records are
in the collection. An “End If” tag
marks the end of the conditional
section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the template. A
conditional processing tag precedes
the section.
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Pending Grant Data Elements
Pending
Raw Tag Alias
Grant Data
Elements

Description

FE RE

Id

<bbt:Id>

The internal record ID of the grant record.

X

X

Grant
Description

<bbt:GrantDescription>

A description of the grant.

X

X

Pending
Amount

<bbt:PendingAmount>

The total amount of the grant.

X

X

Fund
Amount

<bbt:FundAmount>

The amount of the grant paid from the current
fund.

Scheduled
Pay Date

<bbt:ScheduledPayDate>

The date that the grant is scheduled to be paid.

Recipient
Name

<bbt:RecipientName>

The grant recipient’s name.

Payee Name

<bbt:PayeeName>

The grant payee’s name.

X

X

If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
X
portion of the template only if the current
record is an even numbered row in the collection
of records.

X

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current
record is an odd numbered row in the collection
of records.

X

X

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

X

X

X
X

X
X

Grant Summary By Year Part
Part Type: FS - Grants Summary List By Year
The Grant Summary By Year part displays grant totals for each year that a fund has awarded grants. The
user selects a fund from a list that is retrieved from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The user’s
relationship to a fund determines whether it appears in the list. After the user selects a fund, a list of
grant totals appears for each year the fund has awarded grants. From this part, the user can select a year
to view all grants written that year.
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Configure Grant Summary By Year Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Grant
Summary By Year part on your website.
Note: Three links exist for what is virtually the same page. All three contain the same part. The links
can all point to the same page if necessary. The reason for the three different links is to allow
explanatory text on the appropriate pages to explain whether the list of grants on the page includes
all approved grants from the selected year or just the paid or unpaid grants.

Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties

Fund Selection
Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of the list of available funds for the
user to select.

Fund List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of available funds
from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The Raiser’s Edge retrieves all
funds with which the user has a relationship. GrantedGE retrieves
only funds for which the user is an advisor.

Disable All Funds Select this checkbox to turn off the “All Funds” selection for users
Option
with access to more than one fund. This limits users to one fund at a
time, and they cannot view a summary of all their funds.
Default To Single Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first fund in the list
Fund Option
for the user. This option only affects users with multiple funds and is
only valid when you clear Disable All Funds Option.
Fund Selector
Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are available in the
format, see Fund Selector Tags on page 16.

Relationship
Filter

Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user views. To
create or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For information about
how to create and edit filters, see Relationship Filters on page 159.

Administrative
Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for administrators
who can view all funds.

Enable Admin
Role

Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view any fund on
the part.

Use Calendar or
Fiscal Year

Select whether to display fund sums based on the organization’s
fiscal year or the calendar year.

Approved Grants
Detail Page

This is a link to the page with the Grant Summary By Year Details part.
You should not create the link until that page is created.

Paid Grants
Detail Page

This is a link to the page with the Grant Summary By Year Details part.
You should not create the link until that page is created.
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Tab

Display
Template

Configuration Description
Option
Unpaid Grants
Detail Page

This is a link to the page with the Grant Summary By Year Details part.
You should not create the link until that page is created.

Grants Accounts

This list of Financial Edge accounts is used to find the list of grants in
the current fund. In The Financial Edge, the fund is called the
“project.” For information about how to enter account numbers, see
Enter Account Numbers on page 26. This is only used if the Grant List
Source is The Financial Edge.

Grant List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of grants from
The Financial Edge or GrantedGE database.

Paid Grants
Counted in
Approved Total

This option allows you to select a date to determine what year grants
were approved. You can select the date the grants were to be paid or
the date they were approved.

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them.

Enable User Page Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of
Sizing
data to include on a page. When you select this option, the page
initially uses the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change
the number of rows of data on the page as necessary.
Page Size Prompt This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.
Page Size Change The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data
Button Prompt
per page.
First Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the
jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
Export/Download comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
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Configuration Description
Option
Data Export
Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Grant Summary By Year part provides data elements to use in the display template. For
information about these data elements, see Data Elements on page 61 and Inner Object Data Elements
for Grant Summary By Year Part on page 61. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the
Merge Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For
information about how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard
description for these data objects is that the “Grant Summary Year List” is the collection of multiple
data records, and the “Grant Summary Year” is the individual data records.

Inner Object Data Elements for Grant Summary By Year Part
Inner
Raw Tag Alias
Object
Data
Elements

Description

FE RE

Year

<bbt:Year>

The year summed on the current row.

X

X

Approved
Amount

<bbt:ApprovedAmount>

The total amount of all approved grants for the
year.

X

X

Paid
Amount

<bbt:PaidAmount>

The total amount of all paid grants for the year.

X

X

Unpaid
Amount

<bbt:UnpaidAmount>

The total amount of all unpaid grants for the year.

X

X

Fund Id

<bbt:FundId>

The fund ID from which the grants were paid.

X

X
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Inner
Raw Tag Alias
Object
Data
Elements

Description

FE RE

Approved
Amount
Link

<bbt:ApprovedAmountLink> This special tag converts the text that follows it in X
the template into a link to the page with the Grant
Summary By Year Details part. The targeted page
displays all approved grants from the current fund
for the year of the current row. The “End Link” tag
follows the text.

X

Paid
Amount
Link

<bbt:PaidAmountLink>

This special tag converts the text that follows it in X
the template into a link to the page with the Grant
Summary By Year Details part. The target page
displays all paid grants from the current fund for
the year of the current row. The “End Link” tag
follows the text.

X

Unpaid
Amount
Link

<bbt:UnpaidAmountLink>

This special tag converts the text that follows it in X
the template into a link to the page with the Grant
Summary By Year Details part. The target page
displays all unpaid grants from the current fund
for the year of the current row. The “End Link” tag
follows the text.

X

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text that acts
as a link to another page. A link tag precedes the
text.

X

X

If Even
Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current record
is an even numbered row in the collection of
records.

X

X

If Odd
Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current record
is an odd numbered row in the collection of
records.

X

X

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing section
of the template. A conditional processing tag
precedes the section.

X

X
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Grant Summary Year List Data Elements
Grant
Raw Tag Alias
Summary
Year List
Data
Elements

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the collection.

Total
Amount

<bbt:TotalAmount>

The total amount of the grant records in the
selected year.

Total Paid
Amount

<bbt:TotalPaidAmount>

The total amount of grants that have been
paid in the selected year.

Total
Unpaid
Amount

<bbt:TotalUnpaidAmount>

The total amount of grants that have been
approved but not paid in the selected year.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration loop through
the inner object records. Only inner object
data elements are available between the “Start
Loop” and “End Loop” tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration loop through
the inner object records. Only inner object
data elements are available between the “Start
Loop” and “End Loop” tags.

Sort By
Year Link

<bbt:SortByYearLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Year
column to allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Approved
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByApprovedAmountLink> Used in front of the header text for the
Approved Amount column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Paid
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByPaidAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Paid
Amount column to allow the user to sort the
data in the column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.
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Grant
Raw Tag Alias
Summary
Year List
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By
Unpaid
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByUnpaidAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Unpaid
Amount column to allow the user to sort the
data in the column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

End Sort
Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any column
that the user can sort. A sort tag precedes the
header text.

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by the foundation.

Fund
Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

Fund
Number
and Name

<bbt:FundNumberAndName>

The Fund Number and Fund Name combined
in one string.

Fund Type

<bbt:FundType>

The fund type.

If No
Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control that displays
a portion of the template if no records are in
the collection. An “End If” tag marks the end of
the conditional section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control that displays
a portion of the template if one or more
records are in the collection. An “End If” tag
marks the end of the conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

Grant Summary By Year Details Part
Part Type: FS — Grants Summary List By Year Details
The Grant Summary By Year Details part displays all grants from a fund for a selected year. This part is
designed to link only to the Grant Summary By Year part. In the Grant Summary By Year part, the user
selects the fund, year, and category of grants (approved, paid, or unpaid) to display.
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Configure Grant Summary By Year Details Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Grant
Summary By Year Details part on your website.

Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties Fund Selector
Format
Alpha Selector
CSS Class

Select the fund list format. To view the tags available in the format, see
Fund Selector Tags on page 16.
This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector.

Currently
This CSS style is applied to the currently selected letter in the Alpha
Selected Alpha
Selector.
Selector CSS Class
Not Available
Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector that have no
records in the current set that start with the letter.

Show All Text

This text appears at the end of the Alpha Selector. The user clicks this
text to view all grants in the selection, regardless of the first letter.

Show Alpha
Selector

This option displays or hides the Alpha Selector.

Grants Accounts

This list of Financial Edge accounts is used to find the list of grants in
the current fund. In The Financial Edge, the fund is called the “project.”
For information about how to enter account numbers, see Enter
Account Numbers on page 26. This is only used if the Grant List Source
is The Financial Edge.

Grant List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of grants from The
Financial Edge or GrantedGE.

Use Calendar or
Fiscal Year

Select whether to display fund sums based on the organization’s fiscal
year or the calendar year.

Recipient/Payee
Source Option

This option allows the user to select the data element to display as the
Recipient when the list of grants comes from The Financial Edge. The
user can select the Payee, the Journal Reference, or both.

Donor Advised
Grant Request
Page

This specifies the page with the Grant Request part.
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Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Display
Template

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them.

Enable User Page Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of data
Sizing
to include on a page. When you select this option, the page initially
uses the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change the
number of rows of data on the page as necessary.
Page Size Prompt This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.
Page Size Change The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data per
Button Prompt
page.
First Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the
jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
Export/Download comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
Data Export
Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Grant Summary By Year Details part provides data elements to use in the display template. For
information about these data elements, see Grant List Data Elements on page 67 and Grant Data
Elements on page 75. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In
the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about
how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard description for
these data objects is that the “Grant List” is the collection of multiple data records, and the “Grant” is
the individual data records.
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Grant List Data Elements
Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the
collection.

Total
Amount

<bbt:TotalAmount>

The total amount of the grant
records in the date range.

Total Fund
Amount

<bbt:TotalFundAmount>

The total amount of the selected
grants given from the current
fund.

Start Date

<bbt:StartDate>

The start date in the date range
for the current collection of
grants.

End Date

<bbt:EndDate>

The end date in the date range
for the current collection of
grants.

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by
the foundation.

Fund Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

Fund
Number
and Name

<bbt:FundNumberAndName>

The Fund Number and Fund
Name combined in one string.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

Sort By Id
Link

<bbt:SortByIdLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Id column to allow the
user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

<bbt:SortByRecipientIdLink>
Sort By
Recipient Id
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Id column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Name Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientNameLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Name column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Address
Block Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientAddrBlockLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Address Block
column to enable the user to sort
the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Recipient
Address
Type Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientAddrTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Address Type
column to enable the user to sort
the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.
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Description

Sort By
Recipient
City Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientCityLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient City column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
State Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientStateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient State column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Zip Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientZipLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Zip code column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

<bbt:SortByRecipientContactLink>
Sort By
Recipient
Contact Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Recipient
Salutation
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientSalutationLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact
Salutation column to enable the
user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Position
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientPositionLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact Position
column to enable the user to sort
the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By
Recipient
URL Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientURLLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient URL column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Payee Id
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeIdLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Id column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

<bbt:SortByPayeeNameLink>
Sort By
Payee Name
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Name column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Payee
Address
Block Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeAddrBlockLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Address Block
column to enable the user to sort
the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Payee
Address
Type Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeAddrTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Address Type
column to enable the user to sort
the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Payee City
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeCityLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee City column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.
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Description

Sort By
Payee State
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeStateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee State column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Payee Zip
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeZipLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payee Zip code column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Fund Name
Link

<bbt:SortByFundNameLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Name column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Fund
Number
Link

<bbt:SortByFundNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Number column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Fund
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByFundAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Amount column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Fund
Description
Link

<bbt:SortByFundDescriptionLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Description column
to allow the user to sort the data
in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By
Fund Type
Link

<bbt:SortByFundTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Type column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Fund
Category
Link

<bbt:SortByFundCategoryLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Category column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Payment
Status Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentStatusLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Status column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Payment
Number
Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Number column
to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Number Of
Payments
Link

<bbt:SortByNumberOfPaymentsLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Number Of Payments
column to enable the user to sort
the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Payment
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Amount column
to allow the user to sort the data
in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

<bbt:SortByDesignationLink>
Sort By
Designation
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Designation column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Check
Number
Link

<bbt:SortByCheckNumberLink>

<bbt:SortByGrantStatusLink>
Sort By
Grant Status
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Check Number column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
Used in front of the header text
for the Grant Status column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Nature Of
Grant Link

<bbt:SortByNatureOfGrantLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Nature of Grant column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Scheduled
Date Link

<bbt:SortByScheduledDateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Scheduled Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Received
Date Link

<bbt:SortByReceivedDateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Received Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By
Entered
Date Link

<bbt:SortByEnteredDateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Entered Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Grant Date
Link

<bbt:SortByGrantDateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Grant Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By Paid <bbt:SortByPaidDateLink>
Date Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Paid Date column to
enable the user to sort the data
on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

<bbt:SortByPaymentDateVoidedLink>
Sort By
Payment
Date Voided
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Date Voided
column to enable the user to sort
the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

End Sort
Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for
any column that the user can
sort. A sort tag precedes the
header text.

If No
Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if no records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks
the end of the conditional
section.
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Description

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if one or more records
are in the collection. An “End If”
tag marks the end of the
conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the
template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the
section.

Grant Data Elements
Inner
Object
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE RE

Id

<bbt:Id>

The internal record ID.

X

Recipient Id

<bbt:RecipientId>

The internal record ID of the grant
recipient.

X

Recipient
Name

<bbt:RecipientName>

The grant recipient’s name.

X

Recipient
Address
Block

<bbt:RecipientAddrBlock>

The grant recipient’s address.

X

Recipient
Address
Type

<bbt:RecipientAddrType>

The grant recipient’s address type.

X

Recipient
City

<bbt:RecipientCity>

The grant recipient’s city.

X

Recipient
State

<bbt:RecipientState>

The grant recipient’s state.

X

X
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Inner
Object
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Recipient
Zip

<bbt:RecipientZip>

The grant recipient’s Zip code.

X

Recipient
Contact

<bbt:RecipientContact>

The grant recipient contact.

X

Recipient
Salutation

<bbt:RecipientSalutation>

The grant recipient contact’s salutation.

X

Recipient
Position

<bbt:RecipientPosition>

The grant recipient contact’s position.

X

Recipient
URL

<bbt:RecipientURL>

The grant recipient’s website URL.

X

Payee Id

<bbt:PayeeId>

The internal record ID of the grant payee.

X

X

The grant payee’s name.

X

X

Payee Name <bbt:PayeeName>

FE RE

Payee
Address
Block

<bbt:PayeeAddrBlock>

The grant payee’s address block.

X

Payee
Address
Type

<bbt:PayeeAddrType>

The grant payee’s address type.

X

Payee City

<bbt:PayeeCity>

The grant payee’s city.

X

Payee State

<bbt:PayeeState>

The grant payee’s state.

X

Payee Zip

<bbt:PayeeZip>

The grant payee’s Zip code.

X

Fund Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

X

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by the
foundation.

X

Fund
Amount

<bbt:FundAmount>

The amount of the grant paid from the
current fund.

X

Fund
Description

<bbt:FundDescription>

The description of the fund that made the
grant.

Fund Type

<bbt:FundType>

The fund type.

X

Fund
Category

<bbt:FundCategory>

The fund category.

X

X

X
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Inner
Object
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Payment
Status

<bbt:PaymentStatus>

The payment status of the grant. This
indicates whether the grant has been
paid.

X

Payment
Number

<bbt:PaymentNumber>

The payment number of the grant for
grants with multiple payment.

X

Number Of
Payments

<bbt:NumberOfPayments>

The number of payments in this grant.

X

Payment
Amount

<bbt:PaymentAmount>

The total amount of the grant.

Designation

<bbt:Designation>

The designation on the grant.

X

Check
Number

<bbt:CheckNumber>

The check number of the grant payment.

X

The grant status.

X

Grant Status <bbt:GrantStatus>

FE RE

X

X

Nature Of
Grant

<bbt:NatureOfGrant>

The nature of the grant.

X

Grant Type

<bbt:GrantType>

The grant type.

X

Scheduled
Date

<bbt:ScheduledDate>

The date the grant is scheduled to be paid.

X

Received
Date

<bbt:ReceivedDate>

The date the grant was received.

X

Entered
Date

<bbt:EnteredDate>

The date the grant was entered into GE.

X

Grant Date

<bbt:GrantDate>

The date of the grant.

X

Paid Date

<bbt:PaidDate>

The date the grant was paid.

<bbt:PaymentDateVoided>
Payment
Date Voided
If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

X

X

The date the grant was voided.

X

A conditional process control that displays X
a portion of the template only if the
current record is an even numbered row in
the collection of records.

X
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Inner
Object
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that displays X
a portion of the template only if the
current record is an odd numbered row in
the collection of records.

X

If Paid

<bbt:IfPaid>

A conditional process control that displays X
a portion of the template only if the
current grant has been paid.

X

A conditional process control that displays X
a portion of the template only if the
current grant has not been paid.

X

If Scheduled <bbt:IfScheduled>

FE RE

If Transfer

<bbt:IfTransfer>

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the
current grant is an inter-fund transfer.

X

If Not
Transfer

<bbt:IfNotTransfer>

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the
current grant is not an inter-fund transfer.

X

If
Scholarship

<bbt:IfScholarship>

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the
current grant is a scholarship.

X

If Not
Scholarship

<bbt:IfNotScholarship>

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the
current grant is not a scholarship.

X

If Recipient
Active

<bbt:IfRecipientActive>

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template if the current
recipient is active. This should only be used
on parts where the recipient information
can and is being refreshed from The
Raiser's Edge, which is not currently
available for the Grant List part.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

Grants
Request
Link

<bbt:GrantsRequestLink>

This special tag converts the text that
follows it in the template into a link to the
page with the Grant Request part. The
“End Link” tag follows the text.

X

X

X
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Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text
that acts as a link to another page. A link
tag precedes the text.
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Four Year Grant Summary Part
Part Type: FS - Four Year Grant Summary
The Four Year Grant Summary part provides a four-year sliding window that lists all grantees along
with the total amount granted in each of the four years. The user selects a fund from a list that is
retrieved from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The user’s relationship to a fund determines whether it
appears in the list. After the user selects a fund, a list of recipients appears with the total amount
granted from that fund during each of the four years. The user can page forward or backward through
four-year periods and can reset the start year of the four-year window.

Configure Four Year Grant Summary Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the Four Year Grant Summary
part on your website.

Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties

Fund Selection
Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of the list of available funds for the
user to select.

Fund List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of available funds
from The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE. The Raiser’s Edge retrieves all
funds with which the user has a relationship. GrantedGE retrieves
only funds for which the user is an advisor.

Disable All Funds Select this checkbox to turn off the “All Funds” selection for users
Option
with access to more than one fund. This limits users to one fund at a
time, and they cannot view a summary of all their funds.
Default To Single Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first fund in the list
Fund Option
for the user. This option only affects users with multiple funds and is
only valid when you clear Disable All Funds Option.
Fund Selector
Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are available in the
format, see Fund Selector Tags on page 16.
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Tab

Configuration Description
Option
Relationship
Filter

Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user views. To
create or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For information about
how to create and edit filters, see Relationship Filters on page 159.

Administrative
Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for administrators
who can view all funds.

Enable Admin
Role

Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view any fund on
the part.

Starting Year
Prompt

This text prompt appears beside the starting year specification box.

Submit Button
Prompt

This text appears on the button to refresh the data when the user
enters a starting year.

Default Starting
Year

This determines the default starting year to use when the user enters
the page. The default starting year is calculated in relation to the
current year. The available starting years are the current year, the
previous year, and two, three, or four years ago.

Use Calendar or
Fiscal Year

Select whether to display fund sums based on the organization’s
fiscal year or the calendar year.

Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector.

Currently
This CSS style is applied to the currently selected letter in the Alpha
Selected Alpha
Selector.
Selector CSS Class
Not Available
Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector that have
no records in the current set that start with the letter.

Show All Text

This text appears at the end of the Alpha Selector. The user clicks this
text to view all grants in the selection, regardless of the first letter.

Show Alpha
Selector

This option displays or hides the Alpha Selector.

Grants Accounts

This list of Financial Edge accounts is used to find the list of grants in
the current fund. In The Financial Edge, the fund is called the
“project.” For information about how to enter account numbers, see
Enter Account Numbers on page 26. This is only used if the Grant List
Source is The Financial Edge.

Grant List Source

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of grants from
The Financial Edge or GrantedGE.
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Configuration Description
Option
Recipient/Payee
Source Option

This option allows the user to select the data element to display as
the Recipient when the list of grants comes from The Financial Edge.
The user can select the Payee, the Journal Reference, or both.

Donor Advised
Grant Request
Page

This specifies the page that includes the Grant Request part.

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them.

Enable User Page Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of
Sizing
data to include on a page. When you select this option, the page
initially uses the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change
the number of rows of data on the page as necessary.
Page Size Prompt This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.
Page Size Change The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data
Button Prompt
per page.
First Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the
jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
Export/Download comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
Data Export
Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.
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Data Elements
The Four Year Grant Summary part provides data elements to use in the display template. For
information about these data elements, see Four Year Grant Summary List Data Elements on page 82
and Four Year Grant Summary Data Elements on page 85. In the HTML editor, you select the data
elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the
Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on
page 162. The standard description for these data objects is that the “Four Year Grant Summary List” is
the collection of multiple data records, and the “Four Year Grant Summary” is the individual data
records.

Four Year Grant Summary List Data Elements
Four Year Raw Tag Alias
Grant
Summary
List Data
Elements

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the collection.

Year 1

<bbt:Year1>

The first year of the four-year window.

Year 2

<bbt:Year2>

The second year of the four-year window.

Year 3

<bbt:Year3>

The third year of the four-year window.

Year 4

<bbt:Year4>

The fourth year of the four-year window.

Total Year
1

<bbt:TotalYear1>

The total amount of grant money given in
the first year of the four-year window.

Total Year
2

<bbt:TotalYear2>

The total amount of grant money given in
the second year of the four-year window.

Total Year
3

<bbt:TotalYear3>

The total amount of grant money given in
the third year in the four-year window.

Total Year
4

<bbt:TotalYear4>

The total amount of grant money given in
the fourth year of the four-year window.

Total Four
Year

<bbt:TotalFourYear>

The total amount of grant money given in
the four-year window.

<bbt:TotalCumulative>
Total
Cumulative

The total amount of grant money given
from the fund.
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Description

Total
Unpaid

<bbt:TotalUnpaid>

The total amount of unpaid grant money
associated with the fund.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration loop
through the inner object records. Only
inner object data elements are available
between the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration loop through
the inner object records. Only inner object
data elements are available between the
“Start Loop” and “End Loop” tags.

Sort By
Year 1
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByYear1AmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Year
1 Amount column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Year 2
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByYear2AmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Year
2 Amount column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Year 3
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByYear3AmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Year
3 Amount column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Year 4
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByYear4AmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Year
4 Amount column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Four Year
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByFourYearAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Four
Year Amount column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.
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Four Year Raw Tag Alias
Grant
Summary
List Data
Elements

Description

<bbt:SortByCumulativeAmountLink> Used in front of the header text for the
Sort By
Cumulative
Cumulative Amount column to allow the
Amount
user to sort the data in the column. The
Link
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header text.
Sort By
Unpaid
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByUnpaidAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Unpaid Amount column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Id Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientIdLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Id column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

End Sort
Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any column
that the user can sort. A sort tag precedes
the header text.

Previous
Four Years
Link

<bbt:PreviousFourYearsLink>

This special tag converts the text that
follows it in the template into a link to
refresh the page with the previous fouryear window. The “End Link” tag follows the
text.

Next Four
Years Link

<bbt:NextFourYearsLink>

This special tag converts the text that
follows it in the template into a link to
refresh the page with the next four-year
window. The “End Link” tag follows the text.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text
that acts as a link to another page. A link
tag precedes the text.
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Description

If No
Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control that
displays a portion of the template if no
records are in the collection. An “End If” tag
marks the end of the conditional section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control that
displays a portion of the template if one or
more records are in the collection. An “End
If” tag marks the end of the conditional
section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

Four Year Grant Summary Data Elements
Four Year
Grant
Summary
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE GE

Year 1
Amount

<bbt:Year1Amount>

The amount given to this recipient in the first
year of the four-year window.

X

X

Year 2
Amount

<bbt:Year2Amount>

The amount given to this recipient in the
second year of the four-year window.

X

X

Year 3
Amount

<bbt:Year3Amount>

The amount given to this recipient in the third
year of the four-year window.

X

X

Year 4
Amount

<bbt:Year4Amount>

The amount given to this recipient in the fourth
year of the four-year window.

X

X

Four Year
Amount

<bbt:FourYearAmount>

The cumulative amount given to this recipient in X
the four-year window.

X

Cumulative
Amount

<bbt:CumulativeAmount>

The total amount given to this recipient.

X

X

Unpaid
Amount

<bbt:UnpaidAmount>

The total amount allocated to this recipient that X
has not been paid.

X
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Four Year
Grant
Summary
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE GE

Recipient

<bbt:Recipient>

The grant payee’s name.

X

X

Recipient Id

<bbt:RecipientId>

The internal record ID of the grant recipient.

X

X

If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
X
portion of the template only if the record is an
even numbered row in the collection of records.

X

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the record is an
odd numbered row in the collection of records.

X

X

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

X

X

<bbt:GrantRequestLink>
Grant
Request Link

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag converts the text that it is
placed in front of in the template into a link to
the page that contains the Grant Request part.
The "End Link" tag follows the text.

X

This special tag marks the end of the text that
acts as a link to another page. A link precedes
the text.

X

Grant List For Recipient Part
Part Type: FS - Grants List For Recipient
The Grant List For Recipient part is designed for the grant recipient, not the donor or fund advisor. This
part allows a grant recipient to view all grants received from the foundation, across all funds.
Note: This part only allows an individual to access information about a single recipient organization.
If an individual is a contact for multiple recipient organizations and needs to access grant
information, multiple Blackbaud NetCommunity accounts must be set up. Each account could access a
single recipient organization. To allow an individual to view grant records for an organization, mark
the Primary business information checkbox in The Raiser’s Edge.
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Configure Grant List For Recipient Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Grant
List For Recipient part on your website.

Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties

Use Calendar or
Fiscal Year

Select whether to display fund sums based on the organization’s fiscal
year or the calendar year.

Current Year
Prompt

This label appears beside the “Current Year” date range selection
presented to the user.

Previous Year
Prompt

This label appears beside the “Previous Year” date range selection
presented to the user.

Specify Date
Range Prompt

This label appears beside the option for the user to enter a date range.

Date Range
Prompt

This label appears in front of the date range when the user selects to
enter a date range.

From Date
Prompt

This label appear in front of the start date in the date range

To Date Prompt

This label appears in front of the end date in the date range.

From Date
Minimum Year

This is the oldest year that users can select in the date picker for the
start date in a date range.

To Date
Minimum Year

This is the oldest year that users can select in the date picker for the end
date in a date range.

Refresh Button
Prompt

This label appears on the button to refresh the set of gifts displayed for
the date range.

Invalid From
Date Message

This error message appears if the user enters a start date that is not
valid.

Invalid To Date
Message

This error message appears if the user enters an end date that is not
valid.

Paid Grants
Accounts

This list of Financial Edge accounts is used to find the list of grants in
the current fund. In The Financial Edge, the fund is called the “project.”
For information about how to enter account numbers, see Enter
Account Numbers on page 26. This is only used if the Grant List Source
is The Financial Edge.
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Tab

Configuration Description
Option
Grant List Source

Display Template Rows Per Page

This allows you to select whether to retrieve the list of grants from The
Financial Edge or GrantedGE.
Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them.

Enable User Page Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of data
Sizing
to include on a page. When you select this option, the page initially uses
the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change the number of
rows of data on the page as necessary.
Page Size Prompt This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.
Page Size Change The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data per
Button Prompt
page.
First Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the jump
to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
Export/Download comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
Data
The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.
Export/Download
Prompt
Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only includes
data elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Grant List For Recipient part provides data elements to use in the display template. For
information about these data elements, see Grant List Data Elements on page 89 and Grant Data
Elements on page 96. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In
the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about
how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard description for
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these data objects is that the “Grant List” is the collection of multiple data records, and the “Grant” is
the individual data records.

Grant List Data Elements
Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the
collection.

Total
Amount

<bbt:TotalAmount>

The total amount of the grant records
in the date range.

Total Fund
Amount

<bbt:TotalFundAmount>

The total amount of the selected
grants given from the current fund.

Start Date

<bbt:StartDate>

The start date in the date range for the
collection of grants.

End Date

<bbt:EndDate>

The end date in the date range for the
collection of grants.

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by the
foundation.

Fund Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

<bbt:FundNumberAndName>
Fund
Number and
Name

The Fund Number and Fund Name
combined in one string.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration loop
through the inner object records. Only
inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop” and
“End Loop” tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration loop
through the inner object records. Only
inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop” and
“End Loop” tags.

Sort By Id
Link

<bbt:SortByIdLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Id column to allow the user to sort the
data in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By
Recipient Id
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientIdLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Id column to allow the user
to sort the data in the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Recipient
Name Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Name column to allow the
user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Address
Block Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientAddrBlockLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Address Block column to
enable the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Address
Type Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientAddrTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Address Type column to
enable the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
City Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientCityLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient City column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Recipient
State Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientStateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient State column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements
Sort By
Recipient
Zip Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientZipLink>

<bbt:SortByRecipientContactLink>
Sort By
Recipient
Contact Link
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Description

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Zip code column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.
Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Contact column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Salutation
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientSalutationLink> Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Contact Salutation column to
enable the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Position
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientPositionLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient Contact Position column to
enable the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
URL Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientURLLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Recipient URL column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Payee Id
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeIdLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payee Id column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

<bbt:SortByPayeeNameLink>
Sort By
Payee Name
Link

Sort By
Payee
Address
Block Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeAddrBlockLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payee Name column to allow the user
to sort the data in the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.
Used in front of the header text for the
Payee Address Block column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By
Payee
Address
Type Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeAddrTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payee Address Type column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Payee City
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeCityLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payee City column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Payee State
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeStateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payee State column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Payee Zip
Link

<bbt:SortByPayeeZipLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payee Zip code column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Fund Name
Link

<bbt:SortByFundNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Name column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Fund
Number
Link

<bbt:SortByFundNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Number column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.
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Description

Sort By
Fund
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByFundAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Amount column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Fund
Description
Link

<bbt:SortByFundDescriptionLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Description column to allow the
user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Fund Type
Link

<bbt:SortByFundTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Type column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Fund
Category
Link

<bbt:SortByFundCategoryLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Category column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Payment
Status Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentStatusLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payment Status column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Payment
Number
Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payment Number column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By
Number Of
Payments
Link

<bbt:SortByNumberOfPaymentsLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Number Of Payments column to enable
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

Sort By
Payment
Amount
Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Payment Amount column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

<bbt:SortByDesignationLink>
Sort By
Designation
Link

Used in front of the header text for the
Designation column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

<bbt:SortByCheckNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Check Number column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

<bbt:SortByGrantStatusLink>
Sort By
Grant Status
Link

Used in front of the header text for the
Grant Status column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Check
Number
Link

Sort By
Nature Of
Grant Link

<bbt:SortByNatureOfGrantLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Nature of Grant column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.
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Description

Sort By
Scheduled
Date Link

<bbt:SortByScheduledDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Scheduled Date column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Received
Date Link

<bbt:SortByReceivedDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Received Date column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Entered
Date Link

<bbt:SortByEnteredDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Entered Date column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By
Grant Date
Link

<bbt:SortByGrantDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Grant Date column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Paid <bbt:SortByPaidDateLink>
Date Link

Used in front of the header text for the
Paid Date column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

<bbt:SortByPaymentDateVoidedLink>
Sort By
Payment
Date Voided
Link

Used in front of the header text for the
Payment Date Voided column to
enable the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows
the header text.

End Sort
Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any
column that the user can sort. A sort
tag precedes the header text.

If No
Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control that
displays a portion of the template if no
records are in the collection. An “End
If” tag marks the end of the conditional
section.
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Grant List Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control that
displays a portion of the template if
one or more records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks the
end of the conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the template. A
conditional processing tag precedes
the section.

Grant Data Elements
Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

FE GE

Id

<bbt:Id>

The internal record ID.

X

Recipient Id <bbt:RecipientId>

The internal record ID of the grant recipient.

Recipient
Name

<bbt:RecipientName>

The grant recipient’s name.

Recipient
Address
Block

<bbt:RecipientAddrBlock>

Not used in this part.

Recipient
Address
Type

<bbt:RecipientAddrType>

Not used in this part.

Recipient
City

<bbt:RecipientCity>

Not used in this part.

Recipient
State

<bbt:RecipientState>

Not used in this part.

Recipient
Zip

<bbt:RecipientZip>

Not used in this part.

Recipient
Contact

<bbt:RecipientContact>

Not used in this part.

X
X

X

X
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Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Recipient
Salutation

<bbt:RecipientSalutation> Not used in this part.

Recipient
Position

<bbt:RecipientPosition>

Not used in this part.

Recipient
URL

<bbt:RecipientURL>

Not used in this part.

Payee Id

<bbt:PayeeId>

The internal record ID of the grant payee.

X

The grant payee’s name.

X

Payee Name <bbt:PayeeName>

Description

FE GE

Payee
Address
Block

<bbt:PayeeAddrBlock>

Not used in this part.

Payee
Address
Type

<bbt:PayeeAddrType>

Not used in this part.

Payee City

<bbt:PayeeCity>

Not used in this part.

Payee State

<bbt:PayeeState>

Not used in this part.

Payee Zip

<bbt:PayeeZip>

Not used in this part.

Fund Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

X

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Foundation assigned Fund Number.

X

Fund
Amount

<bbt:FundAmount>

The amount of the grant paid from the
current fund.

X

Fund
Description

<bbt:FundDescription>

The description of the fund from which the
grant was made.

Fund Type

<bbt:FundType>

Not used in this part.

Fund
Category

<bbt:FundCategory>

Not used in this part.

Payment
Status

<bbt:PaymentStatus>

Not used in this part.

Payment
Number

<bbt:PaymentNumber>

Not used in this part.

X

X
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Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Number Of
Payments

<bbt:NumberOfPayments>

Not used in this part.

Payment
Amount

<bbt:PaymentAmount>

The total amount of the grant.

Designation <bbt:Designation>
Check
Number

<bbt:CheckNumber>

Grant Status <bbt:GrantStatus>

FE GE

X

X

The designation on the grant.

X

The check number of the grant payment.

X

Not used in this part.

Nature Of
Grant

<bbt:NatureOfGrant>

Not used in this part.

Grant Type

<bbt:GrantType>

Not used in this part.

Scheduled
Date

<bbt:ScheduledDate>

The date the grant is scheduled to be paid.

X

Received
Date

<bbt:ReceivedDate>

The date the grant was received.

X

Entered
Date

<bbt:EnteredDate>

The date the grant was entered into GE.

X

Grant Date

<bbt:GrantDate>

The date of the grant.

X

Paid Date

<bbt:PaidDate>

The date the grant was paid.

<bbt:PaymentDateVoided>
Payment
Date Voided

X

X

Not used in this part.

If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control that displays a X
portion of the template only if the record is
an even numbered row in the collection of
records.

X

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that displays a X
portion of the template only if the record is
an odd numbered row in the collection of
records.

X

If Paid

<bbt:IfPaid>

Not used in this part.

If Scheduled <bbt:IfScheduled>
If Transfer

<bbt:IfTransfer>

Not used in this part.
Not used in this part.
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Grant
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

If Not
Transfer

<bbt:IfNotTransfer>

Not used in this part.

If
Scholarship

<bbt:IfScholarship>

Not used in this part.

If Not
Scholarship

<bbt:IfNotScholarship>

Not used in this part.

If Recipient
Active

<bbt:IfRecipientActive>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template if the current
recipient is active. This should only be used
on parts where the recipient information
can and is being refreshed from The Raiser's
Edge, which is not currently available for the
Grant List for Recipient part.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

Grants
Request
Link

<bbt:GrantsRequestLink>

Not used in this part.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

Not used in this part.
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Administrative Fund Search Part
Part Type: FS - Administrative Fund Search
The Administrative Fund Search part allows administrators to use the Fund Name or Fund Number to
search for a fund. The part displays all the funds that match a string of text in the name or number,
depending on which was searched. After the user selects a fund from the results, the administrative
function on all other Fund Summary and Grant Request parts automatically shows the fund selected,
and does not make any other funds available without going through the Administrative Fund Search
part.
Note: The selected fund is not shown on parts that do not have the administrative role enabled. Also,
all parts with administrative functionality should use the Blackbaud NetCommunity role that allows
administrators to view all funds. This does not effect how the administrative role behaves if the
administrator doesn’t go through the Administrative Fund Search part first, and instead goes directly
to another part with the administrative role enabled (it populates the fund selector with all funds for
the user to select from).
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Configure Administrative Fund Search
The following configuration settings can be adjusted to customize how the Administrative Fund Search
part appears on your website.

Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Properties

Search Criteria
Prompt

This label appears beside the text box where users enter search criteria.

Search In Prompt

This label appears beside the radio buttons where users select whether
to search by Fund Name or Fund Number.

Fund Number
Description

This label appears beside the Fund Number selection for the search.

Fund Name
Description

This label appears beside the Fund Name selection for the search.

Search Button

This text appears on the button users click to search.

Target Landing Page

This is the landing page where users arrive after they select a fund.

Insufficient
Permissions Page

This is the landing page where non-administrator users are redirected if
they navigate to a page with this fund search part.

Administrative Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for administrators who
can view all funds.

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them.

Enable User Page
Sizing

Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of data
to include on a page. When you select this option, the page initially uses
the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change the number of
rows of data on the page as necessary.

Page Size Prompt

This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.

Page Size Change
Button Prompt

The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data per
page.

First Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Display
Template

Previous Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.
Next Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.
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Configuration
Option

Description

Last Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.

Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the jump
to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
Export/Download

This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
comma-separated value (*.csv) file.

Data
Export/Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only includes
data elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Administrative Fund Search part provides data elements to use in the display template. For
information about these data elements, see Fund List Data Elements on page 101 and Fund Data
Elements on page 105. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In
the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about
how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard description for
these data objects is that the “Fund List” is the collection of multiple data records, and the “Fund” is
the individual data records.

Fund List Data Elements
Fund List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the
collection.
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Fund List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration loop
through the inner object records. Only
inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop”
and “End Loop” tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration loop
through the inner object records. Only
inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop”
and “End Loop” tags.

Sort By Id
Link

<bbt:SortByIdLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Id column to allow the user to sort the
data in the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By FE
Key Link

<bbt:SortByFEKeyLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
FE Key column to allow the user to
sort the data on that column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By RE
Key Link

<bbt:SortByREKeyLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
RE Key column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By Fund
Number Link

<bbt:SortByFundNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Number column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By Fund
Name Link

<bbt:SortByFundNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Name column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Cash
Link

<bbt:SortByCashLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Cash column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.
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Description

Used in front of the header text for
Assets column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

<bbt:SortBySignaturesRequiredLink> Used in front of the header text for the
Sort By
Signatures
Signatures Required column to enable
Required Link
the user to sort the data on the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.
Sort By Fund
Type Link

<bbt:SortByFundTypeLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Type column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Fund
Category Link

<bbt:SortByFundCategoryLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Fund Category column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By As Of
Date Link

<bbt:SortByAsOfDateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
As Of Date column to enable the user
to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Ack
Name Link

<bbt:SortByAckNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Acknowledgement Name column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Ack
Address 1
Link

<bbt:SortByAckAddress1Link>

Used in front of the header text for the
Acknowledgement Address Line 1
column to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By Ack
Address 2
Link

<bbt:SortByAckAddress2Link>

Used in front of the header text for the
Acknowledgement Address Line 2
column to enable the user to sort the
data on the column. The “End Sort
Link” tag follows the header text.
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Fund List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By Ack
City Link

<bbt:SortByAckCityLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Acknowledgement City column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Ack
State Link

<bbt:SortByAckStateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Acknowledgement State column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Ack
Zip Link

<bbt:SortByAckZipLink>

Used in front of the header text for the
Acknowledgement Zip code column to
enable the user to sort the data on
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Notes <bbt:SortByNotesLink>
Link

Used in front of the header text for the
Notes column to enable the user to
sort the data on the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

<bbt:SortByFEProjectIdLink>
Sort By FE
Project Id Link

Used in front of the header text for the
FE Project ID column to enable the
user to sort the data on the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

End Sort Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any
column that the user can sort. A sort
tag precedes the header text.

If No Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control that
displays a portion of the template if no
records are in the collection. An “End
If” tag marks the end of the
conditional section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control that
displays a portion of the template if
one or more records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks the
end of the conditional section.
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Fund List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the template. A
conditional processing tag precedes
the section.

Fund Data Elements
Fund
Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Id

<bbt:Id>

The internal record ID.

FE Key

<bbt:FEKey>

The internal record ID for the project (fund) in The
Financial Edge.

RE Key

<bbt:REKey>

The internal record ID for the fund in The Raiser’s
Edge.

Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by the foundation.

Fund
Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

<bbt:FundNumberAndName>
Fund
Number
And Name

Not used in this part.

Cash

<bbt:Cash>

Not used in this part.

Assets

<bbt:Assets>

Not used in this part.

Signatures <bbt:SignaturesRequired>
Required

Not used in this part.

Fund Type <bbt:FundType>

The fund type.

Fund
Category

<bbt:FundCategory>

As Of Date <bbt:AsOfDate>
Ack Name

<bbt:AckName>

The fund category.
Not used in this part.
Not used in this part.
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Fund
Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Ack
Address 1

<bbt:AckAddress1>

Not used in this part.

Ack
Address 2

<bbt:AckAddress2>

Not used in this part.

Ack City

<bbt:AckCity>

Not used in this part.

Ack State

<bbt:AckState>

Not used in this part.

Ack Zip

<bbt:AckZip>

Not used in this part.

Notes

<bbt:Notes>

Not used in this part.

FE Project
Id

<bbt:FEProjectId>

The Financial Edge Project ID, which associates the
project in The Financial Edge with the fund in The
Raiser’s Edge.

If Even
Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control to designate a portion
of the template to be displayed only if the current
record is an even numbered row in the collection of
records.

If Odd
Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control to designate a portion
of the template to be displayed only if the current
record is an odd numbered row in the collection of
records.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing section of
the template. A conditional processing tag precedes
the section.

Select
Admin
Fund Link

<bbt:SelectAdminFundLink> This special tag converts the text that follows it in the
template into a link to the target page that also
selects the current fund as the one to be examined in
other parts. The “End Link” tag follows the text.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text that acts as
a link to another page. A link tag precedes the text.

Organizational Login Part
Part Type: FS - Organizational Login
The Organizational Login part allows users who are associated with organizations to act on their behalf.
To determine whether users can act on behalf of an organization, the part uses the relationship
between the user and the organizations, as well as the user’s contact type for the organization. You can
configure this part to use the relationships in Blackbaud NetCommunity to allow users to maintain
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organization profile information, or you can use contact types from The Raiser’s Edge to determine
which users can act as contacts for organizations. Or you can use a combination of these methods.
After a user selects an organization to act on its behalf, the user can navigate to any Fund Summary or
Grant Request parts and perform tasks for the organization. While logged in as an organization, the
user cannot see personal information or funds for other organizations. To see this information, the user
must return to this part and select another organization to act as.
Note: If users cannot act on the behalf of any organizations, this part automatically redirects them to
the target landing page you configure in the part. As a result, you can configure this part as the initial
landing page after users log in to the website. For users who can act on behalf of organizations, they
also have the option to log in as themselves to look at their funds and make grant recommendations
on their own behalf.
Note: If a user does not have any organizations on whose behalf they can act, this part will
automatically redirect them to the target landing page configured in the part. As a result, this part can
be configured as the initial landing page once a user has logged into the Blackbaud NetCommunity
site. Any user that does have one or more organizations on whose behalf they can act, will also have
themselves as one of the options available to choose.

Configure Organizational Login
The following configuration settings can be adjusted to customize how the Organizational Login part
appears on your website.

Tab

Configuration
Option

Properties Relationships

Description
This option allows you to select relationships in Blackbaud
NetCommunity to determine the users who can maintain an
organization’s profile data. When you select this option, users can
view an organization’s funds if they have one of the applicable
relationships to the organization.

Contact Types

This option allows you to select contact types in The Raiser’s Edge to
determine the users who can act on behalf of an organization. If you
select this option, a users contact type for an organization determines
whether that organization appears in the list of organizations on
whose behalf the user can act.

Specify the contact type
to be used

If you select Contact Types, select the contact types a user must have
in order to act on behalf of an organization.

Landing Page

This is the landing page where users arrive after they select a fund.

No Organizations
Override Role

This is the administrative override to specify which users can stay on
this part without being forwarded on to the landing page even
though they are not associated with any organizations that they may
act on’s behalf.
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Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Limit Who Can Make
Grant Recommendations

This option enables the lower half of the part editor with which you
can limit which relationships or contact types can actually make grant
recommendations on behalf of the organization.

Relationships

This option enables the relationship types a user can have in order to
submit grant requests on behalf of the organization. In the list below,
specify the types that can make grant requests.
Note: The relationship types defined in the Permissions for
organization profiles setting in Administration appear in this list.

Contact Types

This option enables contact types a user can have in order to submit
grant requests on behalf of the organization. In the list below, specify
the types that can make grant requests.

Show All

This option toggles between showing only the specified relationships
or contact types that are used to specify who can act on behalf of an
organization to who can make grant requests for the organization, or
to show all relationships and contact types that can make grant
requests for the organization. After you change this option value, click
Refresh to update the lists of relationships and contact types.
Note: When you select this, you override the designated relationship
types in the Permissions for organization profiles setting in
Administration and all relationship types become available for the part.

Display
Template

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can to page through them.

Enable User Page Sizing

Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of data
to include on a page. When you select this option, the page initially
uses the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change the
number of rows of data on the page as necessary.

Page Size Prompt

This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.

Page Size Change Button
Prompt

The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data
per page.

First Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
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Configuration
Option

Description

Jump To Page Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the
jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
Export/Download

This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
comma-separated value (*.csv) file.

Data Export/Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Organizational Login part provides data elements to use in the display template. For information
about these data elements, see Organization Login Contact List Data Elements on page 109 and
Organization Login Contact Data Elements on page 110. In the HTML editor, you select the data
elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the
Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on
page 162. The standard description for these data objects is that the “Organization Login Contact List”
is the collection of multiple data records, and the “Organization Login Contact” is the individual data
records.

Organization Login Contact List Data Elements
Organization Raw Tag Alias
Login
Contact List
Data
Elements

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the collection.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration loop through the inner
object records. Only inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop” and “End Loop” tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration loop through the inner
object records. Only inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop” and “End Loop” tags.
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Organization Raw Tag Alias
Login
Contact List
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By Id Link

<bbt:SortByIdLink>

Sort By Name
Link

<bbt:SortByNameLink> Used in front of the header text for the Name column to
enable the user to sort the data on the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

End Sort Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any column that the
user can sort. A sort tag precedes the header text.

If No Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control that displays a portion
of the template if no records are in the collection. An
“End If” tag marks the end of the conditional section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control that displays a portion
of the template if one or more records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks the end of the
conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing section of the
template. A conditional processing tag precedes the
section.

Used in front of the header text for the Id column to
allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Organization Login Contact Data Elements
Organization Raw Tag Alias
Login
Contact Data
Elements

Description

RE Records ID

<bbt:RERecordsID>

The internal record ID in The Raiser’s Edge.

Name

<bbt:Name>

The organization’s name.

Act As Org Link <bbt:ActAsOrgLink> This special tag that converts the text that follows it in the
template into a link to the target page that also selects the
current organization as the one that the user will act as in
other parts. The “End Link” tag follows the text.
End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text that acts as a link
to another page. A link tag precedes the text.
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Organizational Login Title Part
Part Type: FS - Organizational Login Title
The Organizational Login Title part is a simple widget part that you can place in a prominent location
on all pages with Fund Summary or Grant Request parts. It reminds users they are acting on behalf of
an organization and not as themselves. If users are act on their own behalf, this part does not display
anything.

Configure Organizational Title Login
The following configuration settings can be adjusted to customize how the Organizational Login Title
part appears on your website.

Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties Organizational
Login Part
Header
Display
Template

Not used at this time.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a commaExport/Download separated value (*.csv) file.
Data
The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.
Export/Download
Prompt
Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only includes data
elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Organizational Login Title part provides data elements to use in the display template. For
information about these data elements, see Organization Login Data Elements on page 112. In the
HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you
enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to edit the display
templates, see Display Templates on page 162. Since this part deals with a single data record at a time,
you can only choose to display data elements from a single data object.
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Organization Login Data Elements
Organization Raw Tag Alias
Login Data
Elements
Acting As
Constituent

<bbt:ActingAsConstituent>

Description

The name of the organization on whose behalf
the user is currently acting.

Grant Request Collection
The Grant Request Collection provides your site with an integrated set of parts that allow a user,
usually a fund advisor, to create and submit grant recommendations to the foundation. These parts
interact with each other, and the illustration below shows how the pages that contain these parts are
linked. Each parts is intended to be placed on its own web page. As the figure illustrates, some parts
can link direct to the Site Menu, and some parts can link to other parts.
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The CSS styles in this collection of parts are under the “DAR - Donor Advised Grant Request” collection
of styles. In addition, some other styles in the default templates can be found at the bottom of the
Custom CSS in Blackbaud NetCommunity. The individual parts are documented below.
Note: The Grant Request collection of parts is tied directly to the GrantedGE database. They cannot
be used in an environment that does not include GrantedGE in the application suite. The current
minimum version of GrantedGE to use with these parts is 3.5.0.58. If you have an earlier version of
GrantedGE, you must upgrade to 3.5.0.58 or higher before you integrate this set of parts into
Blackbaud NetCommunity.

Grant Request Part
Part Type: DAR - Donor Advised Grant Request
The Grant Request part is the central part of the Grant Request collection. The other parts in this
collection are built around this part and either feed it data or display data from it. This is only a data
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entry part, and it does not have an editable template to control the layout. This part provides
functionality for a fund advisor to submit a recommendation to give a grant to a recipient, as well as to
enter the amount and select the fund. The resulting grant recommendation is sent to GrantedGE, where
foundation personnel can review it and convert it into an actual grant within the GrantedGE system.
Note: To send email acknowledgements to users after they submit grant requests, you must create an
email template in the Email Acknowledgement area of the part configuration.

Configure Grant Request Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Grant
Request part on your website. The form is divided into several sections: Donor, Recipient, Grant,
Acknowledgement, Legal, and Action. Each section has a header and an introduction that you can edit.
In addition, you can customize the prompt for each field where the user enters data. This allows you to
customize the form extensively and create multiple versions on your website. You can use these
versions to translate the part into multiple languages or cater it to specific demographics. You can
designate some fields as “Required.” A user cannot submit a grant recommendation until all required
data elements are provided, but the user can save a recommendation and complete it later.

Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Properties

Donor Section Header This is the header for the Donor section.
Donor Section
Introduction

This text introduces the Donor section. It should explain
the section and provide the user with the information
necessary to fill out the values in the section.

Donor Name Prompt

This prompt appears in front of the user’s name. The
name is retrieved from the constituent record that the
user is tied to in Blackbaud NetCommunity.

Confirmation Email
Prompt

This is the email address in the user’s profile in Blackbaud
NetCommunity. After the user submits a grant
recommendation, the confirmation email message is sent
this address.

Fund Selection
Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of the list of available
funds for the user to select.

Default To Single
Fund Option

Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first
fund in the list for the user. This option only affects users
with multiple funds and is only valid when you clear
Disable All Funds Option.

Fund Selector Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are
available in the format, see Fund Selector Tags on page
16.
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Configuration
Option

Description

Relationship Filter

Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user
views. To create or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For
information about how to create and edit filters, see
Relationship Filters on page 159.

Administrative Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for
administrators who can view all funds.

Enable Admin Role

Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view
any fund on the part.

Display the Cash
Available from the
selected fund

An option to display the cash available for making grants
from the selected fund below the fund selector.

Cash Available
Prompt

The prompt in front of the cash available that is displayed
only if the cash available amount is displayed.

Recipient Section
Header

This is the header for the Recipient section.

Recipient Section
Introduction

This text introduces the Recipient section. It should
explain the section and provide the user with the
information necessary to fill out the values in the section.

Select Recipient
Directions Prompt

This prompt provides three clickable options to select the
recipient of the grant.

Select Previous
Recipient Directions
Prompt

The user clicks this text to view a list of recipients who
received grants from the user’s funds.

Previous Grant Page

This specifies the page that includes the Past Grant
Recipients part.

Recipient Search
Directions Prompt

The user clicks this text to search for a recipient from the
list of qualified recipients in the foundation’s database.

Recipient Search Page This specifies the page that includes the Recipient Search
part.
New Recipient
Directions Prompt

The user clicks this text to enter a new recipient.

New Recipient Page

This specifies the page that includes the New Recipient
part.
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Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Automatically
An option to automatically examine The Raiser's Edge to
Refresh the Latest
see if there have been any updates to the recipient
Address for Recipient address and, if so, to automatically bring those into the
form.
Select Address Type

If refreshing the address information for the recipient,
this specifies whether to refresh with the Preferred
address, or a specific address type.

Select Contact Type

This specifies the contact type to pull in as the contact for
the recipient organization.

Allow Inter-Fund
Transfers

This options enables the donor to request inter-fund
transfers.

RE Eligible Target
Fund Query

This is the Fund query defined in RE that is used to
identify which funds can be used to make Inter-Fund
Transfers into.

Allow Inter-Fund
Transfers to the
Advisor's Other
Funds

This option will allow the donor to see their own funds
(assuming they have multiple funds) in the list of available
funds to make a transfer into.

Target Fund Selection This is the prompt for the fund that the transfer will go
Prompt
into.
Grant Type Selection
Prompt

This is the prompt for the selection for the type of grant
to make, to a recipient or to another fund.

Grant Type Recipient
Prompt

This is the prompt for specifying that the grant is to a
recipient organization.

Grant Type Fund
Transfer Prompt

This is the prompt for specifying that the grant is to
another fund.

Recipient
Organization Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the recipient’s
name is displayed.

Recipient Address
Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the recipient’s
address is displayed.

Recipient Contact
Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the recipient’s
contact is displayed.

Recipient Contact
Title Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the recipient’s
contact title is displayed. It can be edited.
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Option

Description

Show (Recipient
Contact Title)

This option allows you to display or hide the contact title
as necessary.

Recipient Contact
Phone Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the recipient’s
contact phone number is displayed. It can be edited.

Show (Recipient
Contact Phone)

This option allows you to display or hide the contact
phone as necessary.

Recipient Contact
Email Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the recipient’s
contact email address is displayed. It can be edited.

Show (Recipient
Contact Email)

This option allows you to display or hide the contact email
as necessary.

Grant Section Header

This is the header for the Grant section.

Grant Section
Introduction

This text introduces the Grant section. It should explain
the section and provide the user with the information
necessary to fill out the values in the section.

Grant Amount
Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the
amount of the grant.

Minimum Grant
Amount

This is the minimum amount allowed for grants.

Pre-Populate Grant
Amount with
Minimum Amount

This option allows you to pre-populate the grant amount
field with the minimum amount when the user first comes
into this form.

Minimum Amount
Text

This text explains the minimum amount to the user.

Enforce Minimum
Amount

This option controls whether to enforce the minimum
amount. If you do not enforce it, users can submit grant
recommendations for less than the minimum amount.

Minimum Amount
Validation Message
Text

If you enforce the minimum amount, this text appears if
the user enters an amount less than the minimum.

Allow Multiple
Payments

This option allows you to select whether to restrict grants
to single payments or allow multiple payment grants.

Number of Payments
Prompt

If you allow multiple payments, this prompt appears in
front of where the user enters the number of payments.

Payment Frequency
Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user selects the
payment frequency for multiple payments.
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Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Frequencies

This is the collection of frequency options that the user
can select for payment frequency. All of the options are
available to the user if multiple payments are allowed, but
you can adjust the text for each option. The available
payment frequencies are single payment (default), weekly,
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, and annually.

Designation Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters a
designation for the grant. The designation is printed on
the check when the grant is issued.

Special Request
Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters
special requests associated with the grant
recommendation.

Hide Fund
Anonymous Options

This option hides the checkbox that the user marks to
make the fund that issues the grant anonymous.

Fund Anonymous
Prompt

This is the prompt for the option to make the fund
anonymous when the grant is issued.

Hide Advisor
Anonymous Options

This option hides the checkbox that the user marks to
make the advisor who recommends the grant
anonymous.

Advisor Anonymous
Prompt

This is the prompt for the option to make the advisor
anonymous when the grant is issued.

Acknowledgement
Header

This is the header for the Acknowledgement section.

Hide
Acknowledgement
Section

This option hides the Acknowledgement section.

Acknowledgement
Section Introduction

This text introduces the Acknowledgement section. It
should explain the section and provide the user with the
information necessary to fill out the values in the section.

Acknowledgement
Name Prompt

This prompt appears in front of the Acknowledgement
Name.

Acknowledgement
Address Line 1
Prompt

This prompt appears in front of the first address line of
the Acknowledgement.
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Description

Acknowledgement
Address Line 2
Prompt

This prompt appears in front of the second address line of
the Acknowledgement.

Acknowledgement
City Prompt

This prompt appears in front of the Acknowledgement
City.

Acknowledgement
State Prompt

This prompt appears in front of the Acknowledgement
State.

Acknowledgement
Zip code Prompt

This prompt appears in front of the Acknowledgement
Zip code.

Legalese Header

This is the header for the Legalese section.

Hide Legalese Section This option hides the Legalese section.
Legalese Section
Introduction

This text introduces the Legalese section. It should
explain the section and provide the user with the
information necessary to fill out the values in the section.

I Agree Prompt

This prompt appears in front of the checkbox the user
marks to agree to the legal statement. The user must
agree to the legal statement before the grant
recommendation is submitted.

Legalese

This is the legal statement that the user must agree to
before the grant recommendation is submitted.

Submission
Successful Landing
Page

This is the landing page to redirect the user to after the
user submits a grant recommendation.

Save Landing Page

This is the landing page to redirect the user to after the
user saves a grant recommendation.

Cancel Landing Page

This is the landing page to redirect the user to after the
user cancels a grant recommendation.

Button Area
Introduction

This text introduces the Action section. It should explain
the section and provide the user with the information
necessary to decide which button to click after the user
enters data into the form.

Save Button Label

This text appears on the button that the user clicks to
save a grant recommendation. The user can come back
later to edit the recommendation before it is submitted.
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Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Submit Button Label

This text appears on the button that the user clicks to
submit a grant recommendation to the foundation for
review.

Cancel Button Label

This text appears on the button that the user clicks to
cancel a grant recommendation and discard the data on
the form.

Print Page

This page contains the Grant Request Print part that
allows the user to print the data entered into the grant
recommendation.

Print Label

The user clicks this text to be redirected to the print page.

Show At Top of Form This option displays the Print label at the top of the form.
Show At Bottom of
Form

This option displays the Print label at the bottom of the
form.

New Request Label

The user clicks this text to clear the form and start a new
grant recommendation.

Incomplete Request
Message

The error message appears if the user tries to submit a
grant request without all the required data elements.

Show At Top of Form This option displays the incomplete request message at
the top of the form.
Show At Bottom of
Form

This option displays the incomplete request message at
the bottom of the form.

Send Email
Acknowledgement

A Boolean flag that indicates whether to send email
acknowledgements for grant recommendation
submissions.

Submission
Acknowledgement
Email Template

This list displays the Constituents email templates on the
Templates screen in Email. You can select an email
template to send acknowledgement emails to users who
submit grant requests.

Insufficient
Permissions Page

This is the landing page to redirect the user to if the user
attempts to access a part but is not configured as a fund
advisor for any fund. A user who is not a fund advisor for
any fund cannot submit a grant request.

Insufficient
Permissions Override
Role

This is a BBNC role that allows users who are configured
with this role to view the page on which this part is
placed, even though they may not be configured as a
fund advisor to any funds.
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Description
A Boolean flag that turns the sending of email
acknowledgements for Grant Recommendation
submissions on and off.

Grant Request Print Part
Part Type: DAR - Grant Request Print
The Grant Request Print part displays the data entered in the Grant Request part and places it in a
display template for printing. This part should be on a page that utilizes a template designed for print
versions of pages and parts. This template should be devoid of most navigational elements present on
your web pages. It should only include the surrounding elements that you want on printed pages from
the site.
Note: The Grant Request Print part receives grant recommendation data from the Grant
Recommendation part. It can be available through the Print Page setting in the Grant Request part or
as the Submit button target landing page upon successfully submitting a new grant
recommendation.

Configure Grant Request Print Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Grant
Request Print part on your website.

Configuration
Option

Description

Enable Data
Export/Download

This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a commaseparated value (*.csv) file.

Data Export/Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export download.
When this option is not selected, the download only includes data elements in the
display template.

Data Elements
The Grant Request Print part provides data elements to use in the display template. For information
about these data elements, see Grant Request Data Elements on page 122. In the HTML editor, you
select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you enter the data
elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to edit the display templates, see Display
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Templates on page 162. This part deals with a single data record at a time, and thus only has a single
data object from which to select data elements to display.

Grant Request Data Elements
Grant
Raw Tag Alias
Request
Data
Elements

Description

Request Id

<bbt:RequestId>

The internal record ID for the grant
request.

Status

<bbt:Status>

The saved/submitted status of the grant
request.

Date
Created

<bbt:DateCreated>

The date the grant request was created.

Date
Submitted

<bbt:DateSubmitted>

Not used in this part.

Date
Processed

<bbt:DateProcessed>

Not used in this part.

Date
Reviewed

<bbt:DateReviewed>

Not used in this part.

Date
Declined

<bbt:DateDeclined>

Not used in this part.

Process
User Id

<bbt:ProcessUserId>

Not used in this part.

Review
User Id

<bbt:ReviewUserId>

Not used in this part.

Decline
Reason

<bbt:DeclineReason>

Not used in this part.

Recipient
RE Key

<bbt:RecipientREKey>

The Raiser’s Edge constituent ID for the
recipient.

Recipient
Name

<bbt:RecipientName>

The recipient’s name.

Recipient
Address 1

<bbt:RecipientAddress1>

The first line of the recipient’s address.
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Description

Recipient
Address 2

<bbt:RecipientAddress2>

The second line of the recipient’s address.

Recipient
City

<bbt:RecipientCity>

The recipient’s city.

Recipient
state

<bbt:RecipientState>

The recipient’s state.

Recipient
Zip

<bbt:RecipientZip>

The recipient’s Zip code.

Recipient
Contact

<bbt:RecipientContact>

The recipient contact’s name.

Recipient
Title

<bbt:RecipientTitle>

The recipient contact’s title.

Recipient
Phone

<bbt:RecipientPhone>

The recipient contact’s phone number.

Recipient
Email

<bbt:RecipientEmail>

The recipient contact’s email address.

Donor RE
Key

<bbt:DonorREKey>

The Raiser’s Edge constituent ID for the
user.

Donor
Email

<bbt:DonorEmail>

The email address in the user’s profile in
Blackbaud NetCommunity.

Fund Id

<bbt:FundId>

The internal Fund ID.

Ack Name

<bbt:AckName>

The acknowledgement name.

Ack Address <bbt:AckAddress1>
1

The first line of the acknowledgement
address.

Ack Address <bbt:AckAddress2>
2

The second line of the acknowledgement
address.

Ack City

<bbt:AckCity>

The acknowledgement city.

Ack State

<bbt:AckState>

The acknowledgement state.

Ack Zip

<bbt:AckZip>

The acknowledgement Zip code.

Fund Anon
Flag

<bbt:FundAnonFlag>

A Boolean flag that indicates whether the
user has marked the Fund Anonymous
checkbox.
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Grant
Raw Tag Alias
Request
Data
Elements

Description

Donor
Anon Flag

<bbt:DonorAnonFlag>

A Boolean flag that indicates whether the
user has marked the Advisor Anonymous
checkbox.

Total
Amount

<bbt:TotalAmount>

The total amount of the grant.

Number of
Payments

<bbt:NumberOfPayments>

The number of payments.

Payment
Frequency

<bbt:PaymentFrequency>

The frequency of payments.

Designation <bbt:Designation>

The grant designation.

Comments

<bbt:Comments>

The special request associated with the
grant.

Email CC

<bbt:EmailCC>

Not used in this part.

Agree Flag

<bbt:AgreeFlag>

A Boolean flag that indicates whether the
user has marked the I Agree checkbox.

Donor
Name

<bbt:DonorName>

The user’s name from the constituent
record in The Raiser’s Edge.

Target Fund <bbt:TargetFundId>
Id

The Record ID of the destination fund if the
grant is an Inter-Fund Transfer.

Target Fund <bbt:TargetFundName>
Name

The Fund Name of the destination fund if
the grant is an Inter-Fund Transfer.

Target Fund <bbt:TargetFundNumber>
Number

The Fund Number of the destination fund
if the grant is an Inter-Fund Transfer.

Grant Type

<bbt:GrantType>

An indicator to designate whether the
grant is to a recipient organization or an
Inter-Fund Transfer.

Grants
Request
Link

<bbt:GrantsRequestLink>

Not used in this part.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

Not used in this part.

If Saved

<bbt:IfSaved>

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the grant
request has been saved.
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Description

<bbt:IfSubmitted>

A conditional process control to designate
a portion of the template to be displayed
only if the grant request has been
submitted.

If Processed <bbt:IfProcessed>

A conditional process control to designate
a portion of the template to be displayed
only if the grant request has been
processed.

If Ready For <bbt:IfReadyForSubmission>
Submission

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if all of the
required data elements have been
provided.

If
Submitted

If Not
Ready For
Submission

<bbt:IfNotReadyForSubmission>

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if some of
the required data elements have not been
provided.

If Even Row <bbt:IfEvenRow>

Not used in this part.

<bbt:IfOddRow>

Not used in this part.

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfFundAnonymous>
If Fund
Anonymous

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the Fund
Anonymous checkbox is marked.

<bbt:IfAdvisorAnonymous>
If Advisor
Anonymous

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the
Advisor Anonymous checkbox is marked.

If Not Fund <bbt:IfNotFundAnonymous>
Anonymous

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the Fund
Anonymous checkbox is not marked.

<bbt:IfNotAdvisorAnonymous>
If Not
Advisor
Anonymous

A conditional process control that displays
a portion of the template only if the
Advisor Anonymous checkbox is not
marked.
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Grant
Raw Tag Alias
Request
Data
Elements

Description

If Reviewed <bbt:IfReviewed>

A conditional process control to designate
a portion of the template to be displayed
only if the grant request has been
reviewed.

If Not
Reviewed

<bbt:IfNotReviewed>

A conditional process control to designate
a portion of the template to be displayed
only if the grant request has not been
reviewed.

If Declined

<bbt:IfDeclined>

A conditional process control to designate
a portion of the template to be displayed
only if the grant request has been declined.

If Not
Declined

<bbt:IfNotDeclined>

A conditional process control to designate
a portion of the template to be displayed
only if the grant request has not been
declined.

If Grant

<bbt:IfGrant>

A conditional process control to designate
a portion of the template to be display only
if the grant request is for a recipient
organization.

If Transfer

<bbt:IfTransfer>

A conditional process control to designate
a portion of the template to be display only
if the grant request is an Inter-Fund
Transfer.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

Select
Checkbox

<bbt:SelectCheckbox>

Not used in this part.

Fund Name <bbt:FundName>
Fund
Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

Past Grant Recipients Part
Part Type: DAR - Grant Recipient History

The Fund Name.
The Fund Number assigned by the
foundation.
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The Past Grant Recipients part allows the user to view a list of recipients who have received grants
from a fund. Each recipient appears in the list once, even if they received multiple grants.

Configure Past Grant Recipients Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Past
Grant Recipients part on your website.

Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties Fund Selection
Prompt

This text prompt that appears in front of the list of available funds for
the user to select.

Default To Single Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first fund in the list
Fund Option
for the user. This option only affects users with multiple funds and is
only valid when you clear Disable All Funds Option.
Fund Selector
Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are available in the
format, see Fund Selector Tags on page 16.

Relationship
Filter

Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user views. To create
or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For information about how to
create and edit filters, see Relationship Filters on page 159.

Administrative
Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for administrators
who can view all funds.

Enable Admin
Role

Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view any fund on
the part.

Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector.

Currently
This CSS style is applied to the currently selected letter in the Alpha
Selected Alpha
Selector.
Selector CSS Class
Not Available
Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector that have no
records in the current set that start with the letter.

Show All Text

This text appears at the end of the Alpha Selector. The user clicks this
text to view all grants in the selection, regardless of the first letter.

Show Alpha
Selector

This option displays or hides the Alpha Selector.
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Tab

Display
Template

Configuration Description
Option
Automatically
Refresh the
Latest Address
for Recipient

An option to automatically examine RE to see if there have been any
updates to the recipient address, and if so, to automatically bring
those into the form.

Limit to Active
Recipients

When automatically refreshing the latest address information, this
option can be used to filter out any past recipients that are no longer
active.

Select Address
Type

If refreshing the address information for the recipient, this specifies
whether to refresh with the Preferred address, or a specific address
type.

Select Contact
Type

This specifies the contact type to pull in as the contact for the recipient
organization.

Recipient Detail
Page

This specifies the page that includes the Recipient Detail View part.

Donor Advised
Grant Request
Page

This specifies the page with the Grant Request part.

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them. This
option is here because it is part of the template display engine. It has
no effect because this part displays one record at a time.

Enable User Page Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of data
Sizing
to include on a page. When you select this option, the page initially
uses the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change the
number of rows of data on the page as necessary.
Page Size Prompt This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.
Page Size Change The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data
Button Prompt
per page.
First Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
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Configuration Description
Option
Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the
jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
Export/Download comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
Data
The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.
Export/Download
Prompt
Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Past Grant Recipients part provides data elements to use in the display template. For information
about these data elements, see Recipients Data Elements on page 129 and Recipient Data Elements on
page 131. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw
template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to
edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard description for these data
objects is that the “Recipients” is the collection of multiple data records, and the “Recipient” is the
individual data records.

Recipients Data Elements
Recipients Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the collection.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration loop through the inner
object records. Only inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop” and “End Loop” tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration loop through the inner
object records. Only inner object data elements are
available between the “Start Loop” and “End Loop” tags.
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Recipients Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Sort By
Name Link

<bbt:SortByNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Name column to
allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By RE
Key Link

<bbt:SortByREKeyLink>

Used in front of the header text for the RE Key column to
allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Address 1
Link

<bbt:SortByAddress1Link> Used in front of the header text for the Address 1 column
to allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Address 2
Link

<bbt:SortByAddress2Link> Used in front of the header text for the Address 2 column
to allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By City <bbt:SortByCityLink>
Link

Used in front of the header text for the City column to
allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
State Link

<bbt:SortByStateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the State column to
allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By Zip
Link

<bbt:SortByZipLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Zip code column
to allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By URL <bbt:SortByURLLink>
Link

Used in front of the header text for the URL column to
allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By EIN
Link

<bbt:SortByEINLink>

Used in front of the header text for the EIN column to
allow the user to sort the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Contact
Link

<bbt:SortByContactLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Contact Name
column to allow the user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Title Link

<bbt:SortByTitleLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Contact Title
column to allow the user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Phone Link

<bbt:SortByPhoneLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Contact Phone
column to allow the user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header text.
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Description

Sort By
Email Link

<bbt:SortByEmailLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Contact Email
column to allow the user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

End Sort
Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any column that the user
can sort. A sort tag precedes the header text.

If No
Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control that displays a portion
of the template if no records are in the collection. An “End
If” tag marks the end of the conditional section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control that displays a portion
of the template if one or more records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks the end of the
conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing section of the
template. A conditional processing tag precedes the
section.

Recipient Data Elements
Recipient
Raw Tag Alias
Data Elements

Description

Name

<bbt:Name>

The recipient’s name.

RE Key

<bbt:REKey>

The Raiser’s Edge constituent ID for the recipient.

Address 1

<bbt:Address1>

The first address line for the recipient.

Address 2

<bbt:Address2>

The second address line for the recipient.

City

<bbt:City>

The recipient’s city.

State

State

The recipient’s state.

Zip Code

<bbt:Zip>

The recipient’s Zip code.

URL

<bbt:URL>

The URL for the recipient’s website.

EIN

<bbt:EIN>

The recipient’s EIN number.

Contact

<bbt:Contact>

The recipient contact’s name.

Title

<bbt:Title>

The recipient contact’s title.
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Recipient
Raw Tag Alias
Data Elements

Description

Phone

<bbt:Phone>

The recipient contact’s phone number.

Email

<bbt:Email>

The recipient contact’s email address.

Start Alias Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Used to mark the start of the iteration loop
through any Alias records retrieved with this
constituent. Only Alias data elements are available
between this and the “End Alias Loop” tag.

End Alias Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Used to mark the end of the iteration loop through
the Alias records. Only Alias data elements are
available between the “Start Alias Loop” and this
tag.

Recipient Details
Link

<bbt:RecipientDetailsLink> This special tag converts the text that follows it in
the template into a link to the page with the
Recipient Detail View part. The “End Link” tag
follows the text.

Create Grant Link <bbt:CreateGrantLink>

This special tag converts the text that follows it in
the template into a link to the page with the Grant
Request part. The text “End Link” tag follows the
text.

Recipient URL
Link

<bbt:RecipientURLLink>

This special tag displays the recipient URL as a link
to the recipient’s website.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text that acts
as a link to another page. A link tag precedes the
text.

If Transfer

<bbt:IfTransfer>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current grant is
an inter-fund transfer.

If Not Transfer

<bbt:IfNotTransfer>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current grant is
not an inter-fund transfer.

If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current record is
an even numbered row in the collection of records.

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current record is
an odd numbered row in the collection of records.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing section
of the template. A conditional processing tag
precedes the section.
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Recipient Detail View Part
Part Type: DAR - Recipient Details
The Recipient Detail View part allows the user to view more details about a potential or past grant
recipient than are displayed on the Recipient Search or Past Grant Recipients parts. This part is
designed to be linked to from either of those two parts, but not directly from a site menu.

Configure Recipient Detail View Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the
Recipient Detail View part on your website.

Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Properties

Automatically Refresh
the Latest Address for
Recipient

An option to automatically examine The Raiser's Edge to see if there
have been any updates to the recipient address, and if so, to
automatically bring those into the form.

Select Address Type

If refreshing the address information for the recipient, this specifies
whether to refresh with the Preferred address, or a specific address
type.

Select Contact Type

This specifies the contact type to pull in as the contact for the recipient
organization.

Donor Advised Grant
Request Page

This specifies the page with the Grant Request part.

Create Grant Button
Prompt

This text appears on the button the user clicks to create a grant
recommendation for the displayed recipient.

Enable Data
Export/Download

This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
comma-separated value (*.csv) file.

Data
Export/Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only includes
data elements in the display template.

Display
Template

Data Elements
The Recipient Detail View part provides data elements to use in the display template. For information
about these data elements, see Recipient Data Elements on page 134. In the HTML editor, you select
the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements
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with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to edit the display templates, see Display
Templates on page 162. This part deals with a single data record at a time, and thus only has a single
data object to select data elements to be displayed from.

Recipient Data Elements
Recipient Raw Tag Alias
Data
Elements

Description

Name

<bbt:Name>

The recipient’s name.

RE Key

<bbt:REKey>

The Raiser’s Edge constituent ID for the
recipient.

Address 1

<bbt:Address1>

The first address line for the recipient.

Address 2

<bbt:Address2>

The second address line for the recipient.

City

<bbt:City>

The recipient’s city.

State

State

The recipient’s state.

Zip Code

<bbt:Zip>

The recipient’s Zip code.

URL

<bbt:URL>

The URL for the recipient’s website.

EIN

<bbt:EIN>

The recipient’s EIN number.

Contact

<bbt:Contact>

The recipient contact’s name.

Title

<bbt:Title>

The recipient contact’s title.

Phone

<bbt:Phone>

The recipient contact’s phone number.

Email

<bbt:Email>

The recipient contact’s email address.

Start Alias
Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Used to mark the start of the iteration loop
through any Alias records retrieved with this
constituent. Only Alias data elements are
available between this and the “End Alias Loop”
tag.

End Alias
Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Used to mark the end of the iteration loop
through the Alias records. Only Alias data
elements are available between the “Start Alias
Loop” and this tag.
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Description

Recipient
Details
Link

<bbt:RecipientDetailsLink>

Not used in this part.

Create
Grant Link

<bbt:CreateGrantLink>

Not used in this part.

Recipient
URL Link

<bbt:RecipientURLLink>

This special tag displays the recipient URL as a
link to the recipient’s website.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text that
acts as a link to another page. A link tag
precedes the text.

If Transfer

<bbt:IfTransfer>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current grant
is an inter-fund transfer.

If Not
Transfer

<bbt:IfNotTransfer>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current grant
is not an inter-fund transfer.

If Even
Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

Not used in this part.

If Odd
Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

Not used in this part.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

Recipient Search Part
Part Type: DAR - Recipient Search
The Recipient Search part allows the user to search for potential grant recipients. The user enters a
name or a portion of a name to find matching recipients. The user can apply two characteristic filters
to the search to limit results to recipients who match the characteristics. After an appropriate recipient
is found, the user can view details about the recipient or create a grant recommendation for the
recipient with the Grant Request part. If no suitable recipients are found, the user can click New
Recipient to access the page with the New Recipient part and add a recipient to the foundation’s
database.
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Configure Recipient Search Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the
Recipient Search part on your website.

Tab

Configuration Description
Option

Properties

Recipient Name
Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of where the user enters a portion of
the recipient’s name to search.

Limit to Active
Recipients

If searching RE for recipients, this will limit the results to only those
constituents that are marked as active.

Max records

Use this field to enter the maximum number of records to display on the
part.

Recipient List
Source

This option allows the source of the recipients to be switched between
The Raiser's Edge and GrantedGE.

Hide First
Characteristic
Filter

This option allows the first characteristic filter to be hidden.

First
Characteristic
Filter Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of where the user selects a
characteristic from the first filter to limit the potential recipients
returned.

First
Characteristic
Filter Table

This is the name of the characteristic table in GrantedGE to use as the
first characteristic filter.

Hide Second
Characteristic
Filter

This option allows the second characteristic filter to be hidden.

Second
Characteristic
Filter Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of where the user selects a
characteristic from the second filter to limit the potential recipients
returned.

Second
Characteristic
Filter Table

This is the name of the characteristic table in GrantedGE to use as the
second characteristic filter.

RE Eligible
Recipient Query

The Raiser's Edge Constituent Query that should be used to limit the
constituents who are possible grant recipients (only available when the
data source for the list of recipients is The Raiser's Edge).
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Configuration Description
Option
Automatically
Refresh the
Latest Address
for Recipient

An option to automatically examine The Raiser's Edge to see if there
have been any updates to the recipient address, and if so, to
automatically bring those into the form.

Select Address
Type

If refreshing the address information for the recipient, this specifies
whether to refresh with the Preferred address or a specific address type.

Select Contact
Type

This specifies the contact type to pull in as the contact for the recipient
organization.

Search Button
Prompt

This text appears on the button the user clicks to perform the search
for recipients who match the entered criteria.

Clear Form
Button Prompt

This text appears on the button the user clicks to clear the search
criteria.

Recipient Detail
Page

This specifies the page that includes the Recipient Details View part.

New Recipient
Page

This specifies the page that includes the New Recipient part.

New Recipient
Button Prompt

This text appears on the button the user clicks to access the page with
the New Recipient part.

Donor Advised
Grant Request
Page

This specifies the page with the Grant Request part.

Display Template Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a page. If
more rows of data are returned, the user can page through them. This
option is here because it is part of the template display engine. It has no
effect because this part displays one record at a time.

Enable User Page Select this option to allow users to choose the number of rows of data
Sizing
to include on a page. When you select this option, the page initially uses
the default from Rows Per Page, but users can change the number of
rows of data on the page as necessary.
Page Size Prompt This prompt appears beside the text box where users can change the
number of rows to display on each page.
Page Size Change The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows of data per
Button Prompt
page.
First Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of records.
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Tab

Configuration Description
Option
Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of records.

Next Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of records.

Last Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of records.
Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that enables the jump
to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
This allows the user to download the data displayed on the part in a
Export/Download comma-separated value (*.csv) file.
Data
The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.
Export/Download
Prompt
Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the export
download. When this option is not selected, the download only
includes data elements in the display template.

Data Elements
The Recipient Search part provides data elements to use in the display template. For information
about these data elements, see Recipients Data Elements on page 138 and Recipient Data Elements on
page 141. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge Fields list. In the Raw
template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For information about how to
edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard description for these data
objects is that the “Recipients” is the collection of multiple data records, and the “Recipient” is the
individual data records.

Recipients Data Elements
Recipients
Data Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the collection.
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Recipients
Data Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration loop through the
inner object records. Only inner object data
elements are available between the “Start Loop”
and “End Loop” tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration loop through the
inner object records. Only inner object data
elements are available between the “Start Loop”
and “End Loop” tags.

Sort By Name Link

<bbt:SortByNameLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Name
column to allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By RE Key Link

<bbt:SortByREKeyLink>

Used in front of the header text for the RE Key
column to allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Address 1 Link

<bbt:SortByAddress1Link>

Used in front of the header text for the Address 1
column to allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Address 2 Link

<bbt:SortByAddress2Link>

Used in front of the header text for the Address 2
column to allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By City Link

<bbt:SortByCityLink>

Used in front of the header text for the City column
to allow the user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By State Link

<bbt:SortByStateLink>

Used in front of the header text for the State
column to allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Zip Link

<bbt:SortByZipLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Zip code
column to allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By URL Link

<bbt:SortByURLLink>

Used in front of the header text for the URL
column to allow the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.
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Recipients
Data Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By EIN Link

<bbt:SortByEINLink>

Used in front of the header text for the EIN column
to allow the user to sort the data in the column.
The “End Sort Link” tag follows the header text.

Sort By Contact Link

<bbt:SortByContactLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Contact
Name column to allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By Title Link

<bbt:SortByTitleLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Contact
Title column to allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By Phone Link

<bbt:SortByPhoneLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Contact
Phone column to allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By Email Link

<bbt:SortByEmailLink>

Used in front of the header text for the Contact
Email column to allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

End Sort Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for any column that
the user can sort. A sort tag precedes the header
text.

If No Records

<bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control that displays a
portion of the template if no records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks the end of the
conditional section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control that displays a
portion of the template if one or more records are
in the collection. An “End If” tag marks the end of
the conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing section
of the template. A conditional processing tag
precedes the section.
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Recipient Data Elements
Recipient
Raw Tag Alias
Data Elements

Description

Name

<bbt:Name>

The recipient’s name.

RE Key

<bbt:REKey>

The Raiser’s Edge constituent ID for the recipient.

Address 1

<bbt:Address1>

The first address line for the recipient.

Address 2

<bbt:Address2>

The second address line for the recipient.

City

<bbt:City>

The recipient’s city.

State

State

The recipient’s state.

Zip Code

<bbt:Zip>

The recipient’s Zip code.

URL

<bbt:URL>

The URL for the recipient’s website.

EIN

<bbt:EIN>

The recipient’s EIN number.

Contact

<bbt:Contact>

The recipient contact’s name.

Title

<bbt:Title>

The recipient contact’s title.

Phone

<bbt:Phone>

The recipient contact’s phone number.

Email

<bbt:Email>

The recipient contact’s email address.

Start Alias Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Used to mark the start of the iteration loop through
any Alias records retrieved with this constituent.
Only Alias data elements are available between this
and the “End Alias Loop” tag.

End Alias Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Used to mark the end of the iteration loop through
the Alias records. Only Alias data elements are
available between the “Start Alias Loop” and this
tag.

Recipient Details
Link

<bbt:RecipientDetailsLink> This special tag converts the text that follows it in
the template into a link to the page with the
Recipient Detail View part. The “End Link” tag
follows the text.

Create Grant Link <bbt:CreateGrantLink>

This special tag converts the text that follows it in
the template into a link to the page with the Grant
Request part. The text “End Link” tag follows the
text.
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Recipient
Raw Tag Alias
Data Elements

Description

Recipient URL
Link

<bbt:RecipientURLLink>

This special tag displays the recipient URL as a link
to the recipient’s website.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text that acts
as a link to another page. A link tag precedes the
text.

If Transfer

<bbt:IfTransfer>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current grant is
an inter-fund transfer.

If Not Transfer

<bbt:IfNotTransfer>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current grant is
not an inter-fund transfer.

If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current record is
an even numbered row in the collection of records.

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current record is
an odd numbered row in the collection of records.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing section
of the template. A conditional processing tag
precedes the section.

New Recipient Part
Part Type: DAR - New Recipient
The New Recipient part allows the user to enter a new recipient into a grant recommendation. This
recipient is not put directly into GrantedGE or The Raiser’s Edge. Instead, the recipient is held as part of
the grant recommendation until foundation personnel verify the recipient or match the recipient to an
existing recipient in the system. This is only a data entry part, and it does not have an editable template
to control the layout.

Configure New Recipient Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the New
Recipient part on your website. All the fields can be designated as “Required.” A user cannot submit a
grant recommendation until all required data elements are provided, but the user can save a
recommendation and complete it later.
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Description

Recipient Name Prompt This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the recipient organization’s
name.
Address 1 Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the first line of the recipient’s
address.

Address 2 Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the second line of the
recipient’s address.

City Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the recipient’s city.

State Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the recipient’s state.

Zip code Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the recipient’s Zip code.

Contact Name Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the recipient contact’s name.

Title Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the recipient contact’s title.

Phone Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the recipient contact’s phone
number.

Email Prompt

This prompt appears in front of where the user enters the recipient contact’s email
address.

Incomplete Request
Message

The error message appears if the user tries to submit a grant request without all the
required data elements.

Save Button Text

This text appears on the button the user clicks to save information and place it in a
grant recommendation.

Cancel Button Text

This text appears on the button the user clicks to discard the information and return
to the grant request.

Donor Advised Grant
Request Page

This specifies the page with the Grant Request part.

Saved Grant Request List Part
Part Type: DAR - Saved Grant Requests
The Saved Grant Request List part provides the user with a list of saved grant recommendations. The
user can edit these incomplete grant recommendations, submit them as a group, or delete them. The
user can also select different grant recommendation statuses to view recommendations they already
submitted through the Grant Request part, as well as recommendations already processed by the
foundation. The user cannot make changes to a grant recommendation that has been submitted.
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Configure Grant Request List Part
This table describes the configuration settings you adjust to customize the appearance of the Saved
Grant Request part on your website.

Tab

Configuration
Option

Description

Properties

Fund Selection
Prompt

This text prompt appears in front of the list of available funds
for the user to select.

Default To Single
Fund Option

Select whether the initial fund is “All Funds” or the first fund
in the list for the user. This option only affects users with
multiple funds and is only valid when you clear Disable All
Funds Option.

Fund Selector
Format

Select the fund list format. To view the tags that are available
in the format, see Fund Selector Tags on page 16.

Relationship Filter Select an existing relationship to filter the funds a user views.
To create or edit a filter, click Create/Edit Filter. For
information about how to create and edit filters, see
Relationship Filters on page 159.
Administrative
Role

Select the Blackbaud NetCommunity role to use for
administrators who can view all funds.

Enable Admin
Role

Select this checkbox to allow the administrator to view any
fund on the part.

Alpha Selector CSS This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector.
Class
Currently Selected This CSS style is applied to the currently selected letter in the
Alpha Selector CSS Alpha Selector.
Class
Not Available
Alpha Selector
CSS Class

This CSS style is applied to all letters in the Alpha Selector
that have no records in the current set that start with the
letter.

Show All Text

This text appears at the end of the Alpha Selector. The user
clicks this text to view all grants in the selection, regardless of
the first letter.

Show Alpha
Selector

This option displays or hides the Alpha Selector.
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Configuration
Option

Description

Donor Advised
Grant Request
Page

This specifies the page with the Grant Request part.

Status

This is the collection of statuses that the user can select to
view. All of these options are available to the user, but you
can adjust the text that the user views. The available statuses
are all (default), saved, submitted, and processed.

Status Selection
Prompt

This text appears in front of the status selection drop-down
list.

Allow View All
Option

Enables the “All” option in the list of grant request statuses.

Allow View All
Fund Requests
Option

Allows the user to view all of grant requests from the current
fund, not just the grant requests that the user saved or
submitted.

Hide all requests
older than

Hides all grant requests older than the specified age. The
length of time can be in weeks, months, or years. This must
be a whole number, not decimals or fractions.

Submit Selections
Button Prompt

This text appears on the button the user clicks to submit the
selected recommendations.

Delete Selections
Button Prompt

This text appears on the button the user clicks to delete the
selected recommendations.

Cancel Button
Prompt

This text appears on the button the user clicks to cancel any
intended action.

Incomplete
Request Message

This error message appears if the user tries to submit a grant
request without all the required data elements.

Show At Top of
Form

This option displays the incomplete request message at the
top of the form.

Show At Bottom
of Form

This option displays the incomplete request message at the
bottom of the form.
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Configuration
Option

Description

Display Template

Rows Per Page

Enter the maximum number of rows of data to display on a
page. If more rows of data are returned, the user can page
through them. This option is here because it is part of the
template display engine. It has no effect because this part
displays one record at a time.

Enable User Page
Sizing

Select this option to allow users to choose the number of
rows of data to include on a page. When you select this
option, the page initially uses the default from Rows Per
Page, but users can change the number of rows of data on
the page as necessary.

Page Size Prompt

This prompt appears beside the text box where users can
change the number of rows to display on each page.

Page Size Change
Button Prompt

The user clicks this to apply changes to the number of rows
of data per page.

First Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the first page’s set of
records.

Previous Page
Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the previous page’s set of
records.

Next Page Prompt The user clicks this text to access the next page’s set of
records.
Last Page Prompt

The user clicks this text to access the last page’s set of
records.

Jump To Page
Prompt

The user sees this prompt before the list of pages that
enables the jump to a specific page in the result set of data.

Enable Data
Export/Download

This allows the user to download the data displayed on the
part in a comma-separated value (*.csv) file.

Data
Export/Download
Prompt

The user clicks this text to download the data in a *.csv file.

Export All Data
Elements

Select this option to include all available data elements in the
export download. When this option is not selected, the
download only includes data elements in the display
template.

Email
Send Email
A Boolean flag that indicates whether to send email
Acknowledgement Acknowledgement acknowledgements for Grant Recommendation submissions.
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Data Elements
The Saved Grant Request List part provides data elements to use in the display template. For
information about these data elements, see Grant Request List Data Elements on page 147 and Grant
Request Data Elements on page 154. In the HTML editor, you select the data elements from the Merge
Fields list. In the Raw template editor, you enter the data elements with the Raw Tag Alias. For
information about how to edit the display templates, see Display Templates on page 162. The standard
description for these data objects is that the “Grant Request List” is the collection of multiple data
records, and the “Grant Request” is the individual data records.

Grant Request List Data Elements
Grant
Request
List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Count

<bbt:Count>

The number of records in the
collection.

Start Loop

<bbt:StartLoop>

Marks the start of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

End Loop

<bbt:EndLoop>

Marks the end of the iteration
loop through the inner object
records. Only inner object data
elements are available between
the “Start Loop” and “End Loop”
tags.

Sort By
Request Id
Link

<bbt:SortByRequestIdLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Request Id column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Status <bbt:SortByStatusLink>
Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Status column to allow the
user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.
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Grant
Request
List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By Date
Created Link

<bbt:SortByDateCreatedLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Date Created column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Date
Submitted
Link

<bbt:SortByDateSubmittedLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Date Submitted column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Date
Processed
Link

<bbt:SortByDateProcessedLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Date Processed column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Date
Reviewed
Link

<bbt:SortByDateReviewedLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Date Reviewed column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Date
Declined Link

<bbt:SortByDateDeclinedLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Date Declined column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Process User
Id Link

<bbt:SortByProcessUserIdLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Process User Id column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
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Request
List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Review User
Id Link

<bbt:SortByReviewUserIdLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Review User Id column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Decline
Reason Link

<bbt:SortByDeclineReasonLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Decline Reason column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient RE
Key Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientREKeyLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient RE Key column
to allow the user to sort the data
in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Name Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientNameLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Name column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Address 1
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientAddress1Link>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Address 1
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Recipient
Address 2
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientAddress2Link>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Address 2
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.
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Grant
Request
List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

<bbt:SortByRecipientCityLink>
Sort By
Recipient City
Link

Description

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient City column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
State Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientStateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient State column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient Zip
Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientZipLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Zip code column
to allow the user to sort the data
in the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Recipient
Contact Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientContactLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact Name
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Recipient
Title Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientTitleLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact Title
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Recipient
Phone Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientPhoneLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Phone Number
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.
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Request
List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Recipient
Email Link

<bbt:SortByRecipientEmailLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Recipient Contact Email
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Donor <bbt:SortByDonorREKeyLink>
RE Key Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Donor RE Key column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Donor <bbt:SortByDonorEmailLink>
Email Link

Used in front of the header text
for the Donor Email column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Fund
Id Link

<bbt:SortByFundIdLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Id column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Ack
Name Link

<bbt:SortByAckNameLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Acknowledgement Name
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Ack
Address 1
Link

<bbt:SortByAckAddress1Link>

Used in front of the header text
for the Acknowledgement
Address 1 column to allow the
user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.
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Grant
Request
List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By Ack
Address 2
Link

<bbt:SortByAckAddress2Link>

Used in front of the header text
for the Acknowledgement
Address 2 column to allow the
user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Ack
City Link

<bbt:SortByAckCityLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Acknowledgement City
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Ack
State Link

<bbt:SortByAckStateLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Acknowledgement State
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By Ack
Zip Link

<bbt:SortByAckZipLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Acknowledgement Zip
code column to allow the user to
sort the data in the column. The
“End Sort Link” tag follows the
header text.

Sort By Total
Amount Link

<bbt:SortByTotalAmountLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Total Amount column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Number Of
Payments
Link

<bbt:SortByNumberOfPaymentsLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Number Of Payments
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.
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List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By
Payment
Frequency
Link

<bbt:SortByPaymentFrequencyLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Payment Frequency
column to allow the user to sort
the data in the column. The “End
Sort Link” tag follows the header
text.

Sort By
Designation
Link

<bbt:SortByDesignationLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Designation column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By
Comments
Link

<bbt:SortByCommentsLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Comments column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

Sort By Email
CC Link

<bbt:SortByEmailCCLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Email CC column to allow
the user to sort the data in the
column. The “End Sort Link” tag
follows the header text.

Sort By Donor <bbt:SortByDonorNameLink>
Name Link

Sort By Fund
Name Link

<bbt:SortByFundNameLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Donor Name column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Name column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.
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Grant
Request
List
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Sort By Fund
Number Link

<bbt:SortByFundNumberLink>

Used in front of the header text
for the Fund Number column to
allow the user to sort the data in
the column. The “End Sort Link”
tag follows the header text.

End Sort Link

<bbt:EndSortLink>

Placed after the header text for
any column that the user can
sort. A sort tag precedes the
header text.

If No Records <bbt:IfNoRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if no records are in the
collection. An “End If” tag marks
the end of the conditional
section.

If Records

<bbt:IfRecords>

A conditional processing control
that displays a portion of the
template if one or more records
are in the collection. An “End If”
tag marks the end of the
conditional section.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional
processing section of the
template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the
section.

Grant Request Data Elements
Grant
Request
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Request Id

<bbt:RequestId>

The internal record ID for the grant request.
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Grant
Request
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Status

<bbt:Status>

The saved/submitted status of the grant
request.

Date Created

<bbt:DateCreated>

The date the grant request was created.

Date Submitted <bbt:DateSubmitted>

The date the grant request was submitted.

Date Processed

<bbt:DateProcessed>

The date the grant request was processed
by the foundation.

Date Reviewed

<bbt:DateReviewed>

The date the grant request was reviewed.

Date Declined

<bbt:DateDeclined>

The date the grant request was declined.

Process User Id

<bbt:ProcessUserId>

The user ID of the foundation personnel
who processed the grant request.

Review User Id

<bbt:ReviewUserId>

The user ID of the foundation personnel
who reviewed the grant request.

Decline Reason <bbt:DeclineReason>

The reason the grant request was declined.

Recipient RE
Key

<bbt:RecipientREKey>

The Raiser’s Edge constituent ID for the
recipient.

Recipient
Name

<bbt:RecipientName>

The recipient’s name.

Recipient
Address 1

<bbt:RecipientAddress1>

The first line of the recipient’s address.

Recipient
Address 2

<bbt:RecipientAddress2>

The second line of the recipient’s address.

Recipient City

<bbt:RecipientCity>

The recipient’s city.

Recipient State

<bbt:RecipientState>

The recipient’s state.

Recipient Zip

<bbt:RecipientZip>

The recipient’s Zip code.

Recipient
Contact

<bbt:RecipientContact>

The recipient contact’s name.

Recipient Title

<bbt:RecipientTitle>

The recipient contact’s title.

Recipient
Phone

<bbt:RecipientPhone>

The recipient contact’s phone number.

Recipient Email <bbt:RecipientEmail>

The recipient contact’s email address.
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Grant
Request
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Donor RE Key

<bbt:DonorREKey>

The Raiser’s Edge constituent ID for the user.

Donor Email

<bbt:DonorEmail>

The email address in the user’s profile in
Blackbaud NetCommunity.

Fund Id

<bbt:FundId>

The internal Fund ID.

Ack Name

<bbt:AckName>

The acknowledgement name.

Ack Address 1

<bbt:AckAddress1>

The first line of the acknowledgement
address.

Ack Address 2

<bbt:AckAddress2>

The second line of the acknowledgement
address.

Ack City

<bbt:AckCity>

The acknowledgement city.

Ack State

<bbt:AckState>

The acknowledgement state.

Ack Zip

<bbt:AckZip>

The acknowledgement Zip code.

Fund Anon Flag <bbt:FundAnonFlag>

A Boolean flag that indicates whether the
user has marked the Fund Anonymous
checkbox.

Donor Anon
Flag

<bbt:DonorAnonFlag>

A Boolean flag that indicates whether the
user has marked the Advisor Anonymous
checkbox.

Total Amount

<bbt:TotalAmount>

The total amount of the grant.

Number of
Payments

<bbt:NumberOfPayments>

The number of payments.

Payment
Frequency

<bbt:PaymentFrequency>

The frequency of payments.

Designation

<bbt:Designation>

The grant designation.

Comments

<bbt:Comments>

The special request associated with the
grant.

Email CC

<bbt:EmailCC>

Not used in this part.

Agree Flag

<bbt:AgreeFlag>

A Boolean flag that indicates whether the
user has marked the I Agree checkbox.
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Grant
Request
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

Donor Name

<bbt:DonorName>

The user’s name from the constituent record
in The Raiser’s Edge.

Target Fund Id

<bbt:TargetFundId>

The Record ID of the destination fund if the
grant is an Inter-Fund Transfer.

Target Fund
Name

<bbt:TargetFundName>

The Fund Name of the destination fund if
the grant is an Inter-Fund Transfer.

Target Fund
Number

<bbt:TargetFundNumber>

The Fund Number of the destination fund if
the grant is an Inter-Fund Transfer.

Grant Type

<bbt:GrantType>

An indicator to designate whether the grant
is to a recipient organization or an InterFund Transfer.

Grants Request
Link

<bbt:GrantsRequestLink>

This special tag converts the text that follows
it in the template into a link to the page with
the Grant Request part. The current grant
request opens in the Grant Request part,
and it can be edited if it has not been
submitted. The “End Link” tag follows the
text.

End Link

<bbt:EndLink>

This special tag marks the end of the text
that acts as a link to another page. A link tag
precedes the text.

If Saved

<bbt:IfSaved>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the grant
request has been saved.

If Submitted

<bbt:IfSubmitted>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the grant
request has been submitted.

If Processed

<bbt:IfProcessed>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the grant
request has been processed in GrantedGE.
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Grant
Request
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

If Ready For
Submission

<bbt:IfReadyForSubmission>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if all of the
required data elements have been provided.

<bbt:IfNotReadyForSubmission>
If Not Ready
For Submission

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if some of the
required data elements have not been
provided.

If Even Row

<bbt:IfEvenRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current
record is an even numbered row in the
collection of records.

If Odd Row

<bbt:IfOddRow>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the current
record is an odd numbered row in the
collection of records.

If Fund
Anonymous

<bbt:IfFundAnonymous>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the Fund
Anonymous checkbox is marked.

If Advisor
Anonymous

<bbt:IfAdvisorAnonymous>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the Advisor
Anonymous checkbox is marked.

If Not Fund
Anonymous

<bbt:IfNotFundAnonymous>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the Fund
Anonymous checkbox has not been marked.

If Not Advisor
Anonymous

<bbt:IfNotAdvisorAnonymous>

A conditional process control that displays a
portion of the template only if the Advisor
Anonymous checkbox has not been marked.

If Reviewed

<bbt:IfReviewed>

A conditional process control to designate a
portion of the template to be displayed only
if the grant request has been reviewed.

If Not
Reviewed

<bbt:IfNotReviewed>

A conditional process control to designate a
portion of the template to be displayed only
if the grant request has not been reviewed.
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Grant
Request
Data
Elements

Raw Tag Alias

Description

If Declined

<bbt:IfDeclined>

A conditional process control to designate a
portion of the template to be displayed only
if the grant request has been declined.

If Not Declined <bbt:IfNotDeclined>
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A conditional process control to designate a
portion of the template to be displayed only
if the grant request has not been declined.

If Grant

<bbt:IfGrant>

A conditional process control to designate a
portion of the template to be display only if
the grant request is for a recipient
organization.

If Transfer

<bbt:IfTransfer>

A conditional process control to designate a
portion of the template to be display only if
the grant request is an Inter-Fund Transfer.

End If

<bbt:EndIf>

Marks the end of a conditional processing
section of the template. A conditional
processing tag precedes the section.

Select
Checkbox

<bbt:SelectCheckbox>

Not used in this part.

Fund Name

<bbt:FundName>

The Fund Name.

Fund Number

<bbt:FundNumber>

The Fund Number assigned by the
foundation.

Relationship Filters
The Fund Selector on many of the Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations parts uses relationship
filters to determine the funds to present to a user. By default, users can view any funds that they have a
relationship to in The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE, depending on the source of the list. However, you
can filter the funds that the user can access. All relationship filters are global, and after they are
defined, you can use them on any Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations parts that contain a Fund
Selector. However, you can only apply a filter to a part if the sources are the same. So parts that access
funds from The Raiser’s Edge must use relationship filters from The Raiser’s Edge, and parts that access
funds from GrantedGE must use relationship filters from GrantedGE. There is no limit on the number of
filters you can use on your website.
When you first open the filter editor, no filters or relationships appear.
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Add a relationship filter
1. On the filter editor, click Add.

2. In the Relationships box, a list appears with all the relationships from the database that
populates the fund. This is either The Raiser’s Edge or GrantedGE.
3. In the Relationships box, select the relationships to include. To select multiple relationships,
press CTRL while you select the relationships.
4. In the Add Filter field, enter a name for the filter.
5. Click Save. Your new filter appears in the list of filter names, and the relationships included in
the filter appear in the list of relationships.
6. To close the filter editor, click Close.

Edit a relationship filter
1. On the filter editor, select the filter to edit in the Filter Names field.
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2. To add or remove relationships from the filter, click Show All. The list of available
relationships appears in the Relationships box. The relationships included in the filter are
highlighted.
3. Click Save Relationships. Your changes are saved to the filter.
4. To close the filter editor, click Close.

Delete a filter
1. On the filter editor, select the filter to edit in the Filter Names field.
2. To delete the filter, click Delete.
3. To close the filter editor, click Close.

Select a Filter on a Part
To apply a filter to the fund list, select the filter in the Relationship Filter field on the part.
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Display Templates
A central component of the Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations parts is the use of templates to
control the presentation of data. With these templates, any foundation can customize the parts to
meet its needs and to match the appearance and style of the rest of the foundation’s website. Each
foundation can also decide which data elements to present on the site and where to present them.
The templates consist of standard HTML sprinkled with tags that are replaced with actual data values
when the web pages are displayed. Another type of tag tells the template engine to perform tasks,
such as to include or exclude sections of the HTML in the template or to repeat a section of HTML for
each record returned from the database. A third type of tag tells the template engine to format data
values as links to perform various actions such as to access another page or sort data on a page. The
template capabilities are designed to allow any web designer to quickly pick up the concepts and
customize any part to meet the needs of a foundation.

Edit Templates
To edit the template of a part, you must first expose the template editor. To do this, mark Advanced
on the part editor. This checkbox is available only on parts with editable templates.

After you mark Advanced, the program updates the part editor to display the template editor and to
add the option to select the HTML editor or the Raw editor.

With the HTML editor, you can edit the template with a WYSIWYG HTML editor. In the HTML editor,
you select the available tags from the Merge Fields list on the toolbar. The HTML editor works well to
format your HTML and place data elements in the template. However, sometimes it is easier to place
control tags to your template with the Raw editor. The Raw editor provides a plain text area where you
have complete control of the raw template, HTML, and tags. When you edit the template, you can go
back and forth between the two editors as necessary. When you finish the template, you click Save
And Close.
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In addition to editing the template, you can edit the tags that are available in the template or create
your own tags. To edit or create tags, mark Edit Alias Tags below the template editor. The tag editor
appears, and you can overwrite existing tags with local versions or create local and global tags.

HTML Editor
The HTML editor for the Blackbaud NetCommunity for Foundations parts uses the same features as the
HTML editor that appears throughout Blackbaud NetCommunity.

The key difference is that the Merge Fields list includes data element tags that are specific to the part.
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With the HTML editor, you get a visual feel for how the template appears with data in it. You can use
the HTML editor for most of your template edits when the tags use standard HTML formatting. For
more complicated template edits, the Raw editor is necessary. For examples of these complicated
template edits, see How-To Examples on page 169.

Raw Editor
The Raw editor presents a plain text area where you can type in the tags and HTML as necessary. This is
often the preferred method to enter conditional processing tags that occur at awkward places in the
HTML. For example, if you use a table to control your format, the Start Loop and End Loop tags most
likely fall between rows in the HTML, as shown below. You cannot place these tags in this location with
the HTML editor and must use the Raw editor.
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Note: If you need to make significant changes to a template in the Raw editor, we recommend that
you copy and paste it to a text editor such as Notepad. In the text editor, you can copy, cut, and paste
as necessary. After you edit the template, copy and paste it back into the Raw editor to save it.

Tags and Tag Aliases
When you mark Edit Alias Tags, the tag editor appears. You can examine existing tags and overwrite
them as necessary. You can also create tags to format data elements differently or to add a conditional
processing tag.

Note: When you edit existing tag aliases or add tag aliases to a part, they do not appear in the HTML
editor’s Merge Fields list until you save and close the part editor. When you reopen the part editor,
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the new tags appear in the Merge Fields list under Local Tags or Global Tags depending to whether
you mark Global before you save the tag alias.

Types of Tags
Four categories of tags are available in the templates: Data, Loop, Conditional, and Link tags. Each type
serves a different purpose and should be used differently.

Data Tags
Data tags are translated into the actual data value in the current record/object. These tags usually are
named for the data value they represent, such as “Name” or “Address.” You use Data tags to place a
value into the display at a particular location in the template. For numeric and date tags, the tags
include formatting information. As with Alias Tags, you can overwrite or create formats to use within
your tags. To make these formats available in all part templates, you make them global. To limit these
format to a specific part template, you make them local.

Loop Tags
Two Loop tags are present in any part that returns a collection of records. Loop tags mark the start and
end of the repeating area of the template that appears once for each record. The Start Loop tag marks
the start of the repeating area, and the End Loop tag marks the end. Before the Start Loop tag, and
after the End Loop tag, only Outer Object tags are available. Between the Start and End Loop tags, only
Inner Object tags are available.
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Note: The Start and End Loop tags are best placed in the template with the Raw editor, as they often
are placed in locations within the HTML that the HTML editor does not allow. After the tags are
placed with the Raw editor, they are wrapped in extra HTML so that the HTML editor accepts the
placement. When you save the template or return to the Raw editor, the extra HTML is removed.

Conditional Tags
Conditional tags include or exclude sections of the template based on certain conditions. These tags
usually have an “If” name that indicates the condition to meet. Each of these tags is followed by an
“End If” tag to mark the end of the conditional area. You can have nested Conditional tags, as long as
each tag has a corresponding “End If” in the template.

Note: Sometimes you want to place Conditional tags in locations that the HTML editor does not
allow, such as the default template for the Fund Summary part. When this is the case, use the Raw
editor to place the tags, and return to the HTML editor to continue. Just as with Looping tags,
additional HTML is wrapped around the Conditional tags so that the HTML editor accepts the
placement. When you save the template or return to the Raw editor, the extra HTML is removed.
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Link Tags
Link tags make text in the template clickable to trigger an action. The two basic types of Link tags are
Sort Link tags and Navigational Link tags.

Sort Link Tags
Sort Link tags are placed around column headers in parts that display collections of records. They allow
the user to click the header to reverse the sort direction of the data in the column from ascending to
descending or vice versa. Sort Link tags are all named “Sort By ... Link,” with the data element to be
sorted placed between “Sort By” and “Link” in the name. Each Sort Link tag is followed by an End Sort
Link tag after the column heading.

Tip: When a column is sorted, one of two new styles (“up” or “down”) is applied to the table cell with
the header. You can use these styles to place background images under the text in the cell to indicate
the column that the data is sorted on and the direction it is sorted. The styles are near the bottom of
the Custom CSS set of styles in Blackbaud NetCommunity. You just need to edit them to select the
images to use.

Navigational Link Tags
Navigational link tags add clickable text that acts as a hyperlink to another web page. The Navigational
Link tags usually are named for the target of the link. For example, “Recipient Details Link” is used to
link to the page with the Recipient Details part. Each Navigational Link tag must be paired with a
corresponding End Link tag after the clickable text unless specified differently in the part data element
documentation. The following screenshot shows an example where a data element is the link to go to
another page.
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How-To Examples
The following examples show how to achieve certain formatting effects that you might want on your
website. This is not an exhaustive list of the things you can do, but rather a few examples to provide
ideas about how to achieve formatting effects. The examples are in the Raw format, and they are all
much easier to achieve with the Raw editor.

No Records Found Message
On some parts that display multiple record collections, you might want a message to appear when no
records are returned. For example, on the Recipient Search part a user can enter search criteria that
does not return any records. With the If No Records and If Records conditional tags that are available
in all Outer Objects, you can display a message if no records are returned and present formatted data if
records are returned. You would enclose the message within the If No Records conditional, and you
would enclose the formatted HTML within the If Records conditional.
<bbt:IfNoRecords>
No records were found. Please change your search criteria and try again.
<bbt:EndIf>
<bbt:IfRecords>
<table class="DAGRGrid">
.
.
.
</table>
<bbt:EndIf>

How This Works
In the Outer Object of all parts that return a collection of data records, the Count data element
provides the number of records returned. If the count equals zero, then the If No Records conditional
is true, and the message is included in the HTML returned to the browser. If records are returned, then
the If Records conditional is true, and the table with the data formatting is included in the HTML
returned to the browser.

Alternate Row Background Colors
Often in collections of data, a website uses a background color to distinguish alternate rows of data.
To achieve this effect, you use the If Even Row and If Odd Row conditional tags to alternate between
two table row open tags, each with a different style class.
<bbt:StartLoop>
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<bbt:IfEvenRow>
<tr class="darkBack">
<bbt:EndIf>
<bbt:IfOddRow>
<tr class="lightBack">
<bbt:EndIf>
<td>...
Next, in the Custom CSS style sheets, add the corresponding style classes to set the background colors
for these rows.

How This Works
With a collection of records, each record is given an index number as the system loops through the
collection. For each row, the index is checked. If the index is an even number, the If Even Row
conditional is true and the <tr> tag with the darkBack style is included in the HTML returned to the
browser. If the index is an odd number, then the If Odd Row conditional is true, and the <tr> tag with
the lightBack style is included in the HTML returned to the browser. This creates an alternating set of
styles in the returned HTML. The styles are defined in the style sheets with just the background colors,
so that no other style settings are overridden. Since these are <tr> (table row) tags, the background
colors effect the entire row and create an alternating background color in the table of returned data.

Multiple Loops
On parts that return multiple records, the collection can be looped through multiple times. This allows
you to create multiple sections of data in the presentation, with different data elements presented in
each loop. In some parts, such as the Fund Summary part, each row has a specific set of data that you
might want to separate in the template. For instance, if you want to put the cash balance and market
value of the Fund Summary at the top of the template and then format the rest of the data in a
separate table, you loop through the data twice: once to display the Market Value and Cash Balance
and again to display the rest of the data rows.
<table class="FSGrid">
<bbt:StartLoop>
<tr>
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<bbt:IfMarketValue>
.
.
.
<bbt:EndIf>
<bbt:IfCashAvailable>
.
.
.
<bbt:EndIf>
</tr>
<bbt:EndLoop>
<tr>
.
.
.
</tr>
<bbt:StartLoop>
<tr>
<bbt:IfGifts>
.
.
. <bbt:EndIf>
</tr>
<bbt:EndLoop>
</table>

How This Works
This just loops through the collection of records twice to build the HTML returned to the browser.
Each Start Loop and End Loop combination loops through the collection of records once. Within each
loop, you can include any data elements necessary, as well as any Inner Object conditionals desired to
control the presentation of the data.
Note: Between the End Loop tag from the first loop and the Start Loop tag from the second loop,
you can only use Outer Object data elements and conditionals.
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Base Tag Reference
The tags in the HTML editor are actually tag aliases. These tag aliases are translated into base tags for
the template engine to interpret. If built-in tag aliases do not provide the necessary data in the format
you want, you can create tag aliases that are local to a part or global to all parts. To accomplish this,
you need to understand the base tags that the template engine operates on. The best way to gain this
understanding is to examine existing tag aliases and the base tags that are their translation. This section
provides a reference list of the base tags and their available properties.
In addition to the base tags, you can create tag aliases that translate into standard HTML. You could do
this to create a global set of HTML to use in templates as a standard part of the display. Several built-in
tag aliases that create links in the templates translate into a mixture of standard HTML and either base
tags or other tag aliases.

Tag: iterate
<bbt:iterate> – Iterates, or loops, through a collection of objects.
Properties
• Name – Specifies the property in the current object to iterate through.

Tag: write
<bbt:write> – Writes out a property value.
Properties
• Name – Specifies the property in the current object to write the value of into the output stream.
• Format – Specifies the formatting mask to use to format the data that is written out. This only
applies to data types, such as numbers and dates, that can be formatted.
There is a special case write tag name (“index”) that can be used within an iteration loop to get the
index of the current row.

Tag: if
<bbt:if> – Controls whether the enclosed text is included in the output stream, based on the condition
specified.
Properties
• Name – Specifies the property to evaluate for the current object.
• Value – Specifies the value to compare the property to.
• Property – Specifies a second property of the current object to compare to the first instead of
comparing the first property to a static value.
• Comparison – Specifies how to compare the property and value. Possible values for this property
are as follows:
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•

equal – Equal to.

•

notEqual – Not equal to.

•

lessThan – Less than. Applies to numeric values only.

•

lessThanEqual – Less than or equal to. Applies to numeric values only.

•

greaterThan – Greater than. Applies to numeric values only.

•

greaterThanEqual – Greater than or equal. Applies to numeric values only.

•

isEven – Special case for iteration loops. Specifies whether the current row count is even.

•

isNotEven – Special case for iteration loops. Specifies whether the current row count is not even)

•

isNull – Property value is null or an empty string.

•

isNotNull – Property value is not null, and if it is a string, it does have a value.

These last two items are special case If conditions that perform alternating row actions, such as to add
background colors to alternate rows of data in a table.

Tag: uri
<bbt:uri> – Writes out a specially configured page URI to create an <a href> link to another web page.
Properties
• Name – The name of the URI from the list of the available URI’s on each particular page.
• Property – The name of the data element to be passed to the target page as part of the URI
name/value pairs. This usually is the ID of the object to be retrieved on the target page.

Tag: sortLink
<bbt:sortLink> – Writes out a special case <a href> tag that calls a function that toggles the current
data sorting on the data column specified. This tag also embeds a style in the resulting HTML (“up” or
“down”) to embed a background image with an up or down arrow to indicate the column the data is
sorted on and the direction it is sorted.
Properties
• Name – The column name to be sorted on.

Tag: link
<bbt:link> – Writes out a special case <a href> tag that calls an internal event. This tag triggers part
events that normally would be called outside the template.
Properties
• Name – The control whose event is to be triggered.
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FAQ
This is a collection of answers to frequently asked questions about the parts included with Blackbaud
NetCommunity for Foundations.

Fund Summary Collection
Where is the fiscal year defined?
The fiscal year is defined in The Financial Edge. In the Configuration area, you can define fiscal years
and the periods within each fiscal year. Each period has a start date and end date, and the start date of
the first period and end date of the last period are used to determine the start date and end dates of
each fiscal year.
How are paid grants differentiated from unpaid grants?
It depends on where the grant data comes from.
• In The Financial Edge, the Post Status determines which grants have been paid. Paid grants have a
post status of “2.” Unpaid grants have a post status of “1.”
• In GrantedGE, the payment status determines which grants have been paid. Paid grants have a
payment status of “Paid.” Unpaid grants have a payment status of “Scheduled.”
How is a fund linked to a constituent when the fund list is retrieved from The Raiser’s Edge?
In The Raiser’s Edge, the constituent is linked to a fund through relationships. On the Relationships tab
of the fund record, the constituent must be listed.

How is a fund linked to a constituent when the fund list is retrieved from GrantedGE?
The list of funds is derived from the relationships between the constituent and funds in The Raiser’s
Edge. The list of relationships is configured in GrantedGE. To configure the list of relationships in
GrantedGE, go to Config, Business Rules, Relationships to specify which constituent/fund
relationships are available to configure as fund advisors. After the fund advisor relationships are
configured, these relationships can determine the list of funds available to the user.

Grant List for Recipient Part
How are recipient contacts defined? What links them to the recipient organization they represent?
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To allow an individual to view the grant records for an organization, you must mark the Primary
business information checkbox in The Raiser’s Edge

Grant Request Collection
How are recipients flagged in The Raiser’s Edge to be “approved” and available in the Recipient Search?
In The Raiser’s Edge, the recipient should have a constituency code of “GRR” (short description) to be
considered an approved recipient. This is one of several constituency codes added to The Raiser’s
Edge when you install and configure GrantedGE.
What is the difference between submitted and processed grant requests?
Submitted grant requests are submitted through the web parts. Processed grant requests are
processed and converted into Grants within GrantedGE.
How do I add an email to be sent as an acknowledgement of the submitted Grant Recommendation?
To send email acknowledgements to users after they submit grant requests, you must create an email
template in the Email Acknowledgement area of the part configuration.

Saved Grant Request List Part
Can I view all my grant requests in this part?
No, you can only view grant requests that are submitted through the web parts. You cannot view grant
requests entered directly into GrantedGE.

GrantedGE
What is the minimum version of GrantedGE required for integration?
The minimum version of GrantedGE is 3.7.6.28.

